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Abstract
The 2015 Jack Rabbit (JR) II field trials were conducted to improve understanding of the
denser-than-air dispersion of chlorine in an urban environment. The field study involved five
large-scale, outdoor release trials of chlorine in a mock urban environment (MUE) at Dugway
Proving Ground (DPG). Various instrumentation was deployed, including JazTM UltravioletVisible (UV-Vis) point sensors capable of measuring gas-phase chlorine concentration
throughout the mock urban array.
The Chemical Hazards Research Center (CHRC) was tasked by the Chemical Security
Analysis Center (CSAC) with the Mock Urban Wind Tunnel (MUWT) program to study the
2015 JR II Trials at wind tunnel scale. A 50:1 physical model of the 2015 JR II Trials was
developed. After the establishment of proper wind profile and source characterization, the
physical model was prepared for model concentration measurements at Jaz locations in the
scaled MUE.
Seven concentration-measurement studies (Tests A–G) involving either JR II Trial 2 or
Trial 4 conditions were conducted. Each test used either a fast-response nondispersive infrared
detector (Cambustion NDIR500) or flame ionization detector (Cambustion HFR400 FID) to
obtain concentration measurements with carbon dioxide or methane as a chlorine cloud “tracer,”
respectively. Two methods for achieving similarity were used: Froude (Tests A, B, and G) and
Richardson (Tests C–F) number similarity. Froude similarity required that the source-gas density
in the full-scale experiment (e.g., JR II) be identical to the source-gas density in the wind tunnel
model. Achieving near source-gas density equivalence required the use of sulfur hexafluoride (a
high molecular weight species) in tunnel source-gas mixtures. Richardson similarity relaxed the
density-match requirement; wind tunnel source-gas densities (“high-density case” and “low-

density case”) were less than full-scale source-gas densities, but a lower wind speed and
increased scaled release duration were required to compensate for density deviations.
Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr involved releases of a 1.787 g/L simulant gas mixture
under (50:1) JR II Trial 4 and Trial 2 conditions, respectively. Tests C–T2FRi(H) (high-density
case) and D–T2FRi(L) (low-density case) utilized Richardson similarity to compare with Test B–
T2NFr and investigate the reliability of the Richardson similarity approach for different
deviations in the release gas density. Likewise, Tests E–T2FRi(H) (high-density case) and F–
T2FRi(L) (low-density case) utilized Richardson similarity to model (50:1) JR II Trial 2 Jaz
profiles and investigate the reliability of the Richardson similarity approach. Test G was an
extension of physical model capabilities and involved simulated releases of a 1.440 g/L simulant
gas mixture under JR II Trial 4 atmospheric conditions.
Results from Tests A–G were transformed to field scale and compared with each other
and JR II concentration-time profiles. Comparison studies showed that the physical model was
capable of reproducing field-scale (JR II) and wind tunnel (validation) experiments. Similar
durations of exposure and cloud times of arrival and departure confirmed that model gas cloud
dynamics throughout the physical model were scaled correctly. The validity of Richardson
number scaling was verified as well as the method to scale measured concentrations between
gases of different molecular weights.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Hazardous Gases: Dangers and Incidents
Hazardous gases in loss-of-containment incidents present a danger that can extend to

areas outside the release location and into the environment. For this reason, the safe storage and
handling of these gases are of utmost importance to ensure their containment in industrial
settings and during transportation. In light of this goal, special safeguards and guidelines regulate
the storage and handling of these gases. Despite these efforts, many loss-of-containment
incidents involving hazardous gases have occurred, some of which have had devastating
consequences. This fact is illustrated with a discussion of the following incidents: the
Graniteville chlorine release of 2005 and the Lake County ammonia release of 2019.

1.1.1

Chlorine Release at Graniteville, South Carolina
The Graniteville, South Carolina incident occurred on January 6, 2005, at approximately

2:39 a.m. eastern standard time, when a freight train collided with a parked train due to an
improperly aligned railway switch [1]. The collision resulted in the derailment of many freight
cars, with three of the derailed freight cars containing liquefied chlorine. One of the freight cars
containing liquefied chlorine was impaled because of the impact, resulting in approximately 60
tons of chlorine gas being released into the surrounding rural community [1,2]. Exposure to
chlorine gas at relatively high concentrations can lead to various respiratory and pulmonary
illnesses and even death [3]. Although no injuries and deaths were attributed to the initial impact
of the collision, the subsequent loss of containment resulted in nine fatalities and 554 people
being treated at hospitals for chlorine gas exposure [4].
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The efficacy of emergency response in the Graniteville incident has been the subject of
some dispute. The NTSB investigation concluded that “the emergency response to this incident
was timely, appropriate, and effective” [1]. On the other hand, Dunning and Oswalt [4] make the
case that while most emergency response procedures were implemented, the lack of “immediacy
and efficiency” in the execution of these procedures exacerbated the disaster. They indicate that
responders to the incident scene had little specialized training on assessing hazardous material
releases, which significantly delayed evacuation efforts.
Regardless of the quality of emergency response in the Graniteville chlorine release, it
can be safely assumed that an understanding of chlorine’s dispersion as a low-lying plume would
have aided emergency response. Indeed, the inability of emergency response personnel to
quickly identify the gas involved made it far less likely for them to understand how it dispersed,
which was instrumental in determining proper evacuation procedures. Emergency responder
preparation for the Graniteville incident would have been greatly improved by an understanding
of chlorine’s low-lying nature as a denser-than-air cloud, and evacuation procedures would have
most likely accounted for this fact.

1.1.2

Anhydrous Ammonia Release at Lake County, Illinois
The Lake County, Illinois incident also reflects the dangers of uncontrolled hazardous gas

releases with the toxic gas anhydrous ammonia. On April 25, 2019, at approximately 4:33 a.m.
central daylight time, an estimated 750 gallons of anhydrous ammonia was accidentally released
from two tanks being hauled by a farm tractor. A hazardous materials response team discovered
the tank and valve manifold to be open. Whether the spill resulted from a mechanical failure of
the manifold or negligence has still not been determined. Although no fatalities were reported,
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approximately 14 people were hospitalized for ammonia-related health effects, ranging from
throat irritation to difficulty breathing [5,6].
Emergency response in the Lake County incident was mainly hindered by difficulties in
communication among first responders, community residents, and hospital personnel. Several
first responders who arrived at the scene were informed beforehand by dispatchers that the
incident was a car fire. Furthermore, hospitals were provided with limited information regarding
the release, which resulted in inadvertent secondary exposures. Thus, the cascade of poor
communication may have contributed to increased exposures [5,6].

1.2

Insights from the Graniteville and Lake County Incidents
Both the Graniteville and Lake County incidents demonstrate the dangers of accidental

releases of hazardous gases, as well as the need for effective emergency response procedures and
clear communication to address such incidents. However, both incidents, especially the one in
Graniteville, point to the need for a better understanding of hazardous gas releases to determine
proper emergency response guidelines. As will be shown in the next chapter, studies of largescale (greater than one ton), controlled field releases of chlorine before the Graniteville incident
were scarce; thus, a lack of information on how such toxic inhalation hazard (TIH) chemicals
disperse likely hampered emergency response and assessment of risk in these situations.
These incidents also indicate the importance of understanding denser-than-air dispersion,
in which the mass density of the gas or gas/aerosol mixture (or cloud) is greater than the density
of air during initial release (before dilution or thermal equilibrium with surrounding air is
significant). Thus, denser-than-air clouds in loss-of-containment incidents can stay near the
ground for longer periods than buoyant releases. Gaseous chlorine is denser than air by virtue of
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its molecular weight, but when transported as an ambient temperature liquid will form a cold
denser-than-air aerosol during depressurization. Ambient temperature liquid ammonia will also
form a denser-than-air aerosol during depressurization. Thus, the likelihood that chlorine and
anhydrous ammonia stay near the ground for longer periods after release imposed an additional
challenge to emergency response in the Graniteville and Lake County incidents [4,5].

1.3

Preliminary Characterization of Denser-Than-Air Dispersion
As summarized in Hall [7], several important factors dictate the importance of denser-

than-air effects quantified using a bulk Richardson number
−

=
where

is gravity,

height, and

is the source-gas density,

defined as:

is the ambient-air density,

1
is the cloud

is the wind speed at a specific height.

As the Richardson number increases, the vertical dispersion of the denser-than-air cloud
is known to decrease. This suppression of vertical mixing is similar to stable atmospheric
conditions. However, because source densities can create much larger density differences than
the atmosphere, the suppression can be much more significant for a dispersing denser-than-air
cloud. As indicated above, the Richardson number will be greater when the initial cloud density
is greater, the initial cloud depth is greater, and the wind speed is lower. A denser-than-air cloud
characterized by such conditions would exhibit slower air entrainment (volume expansion), and
thus it would persist with higher internal concentrations for longer periods. This fact can be a
starting point for analyses of worst-case scenarios involving such clouds.
As will be shown later, another form of the Richardson number can be used to implement
wind tunnel modeling of denser-than-air gas releases and physical scaled models.
4

1.4

Motivation for Studying Denser-Than-Air Dispersion
Despite the potential devastation that hazardous denser-than-air gases/aerosols pose when

released in large quantities, many are deemed essential in industrial processes, and thus, their use
is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. This fact is illustrated in Table 1 below, which
lists the approximate 2012 production of three widely used denser-than-air gases/aerosols in the
United States.

Table 1: The approximate 2012 production of three widely used denser-than-air gases/aerosols
in the United States (U.S.) [8–10].
Estimated 2012 Production in the U.S.
(millions of metric tons)
10.3
10.5
21.0

Denser-than-air Gas/Aerosol
Chlorine
Ammonia
Propane

With the continued production of denser-than-air gases/aerosols, accidental releases are likely to
continue to occur, and it is important to understand the nature of denser-than-air dispersion to
prepare for these potential disasters. Three broad research methods have been used to better
understand denser-than-air dispersion. These methods are computational models, laboratory
scale models, and field studies. An overview of each of these will be provided in the next
chapter, along with examples and some relevant results.

1.5

Thesis Overview
An outline of the remaining chapters of this thesis is presented below.
•

Chapter 2 discusses research methods developed to study denser-than-air dispersion.
A brief overview of the Jack Rabbit II (JR II) 2015 Trials is provided. Following the
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overview is a discussion about how the Chemical Hazards Research Center’s (CHRC)
wind tunnel is capable of modeling the JR II field experiments.
•

Chapter 3 summarizes the modeling framework and CHRC wind tunnel features used
to create the scaled-down experiments.

•

Chapter 4 shows the experimental design and setup for each of the scaled wind tunnel
experiments used to recreate the 2015 JR II Trials.

•

Chapter 5 describes how experimental data were processed and how the bootstrap
method determined the number of samples needed for a representative (ensemble)
average.

•

Chapter 6 analyzes and discusses experimental results for Tests A and B.

•

Chapter 7 analyzes and discusses experimental results for Tests C–G.

•

In Chapter 8, conclusions of this current effort and ideas for useful future work are
presented.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter gives an overview of the various research methods used to study denserthan-air dispersion. The Jack Rabbit II (JR II) field trials, which are the main focus of the wind
tunnel modeling work conducted for this thesis, are then discussed in additional detail. Such
detail includes the scope and setup of JR II Phase 1 studied here. Important features of the
Chemical Hazards Research Center (CHRC) wind tunnel model are then discussed.

2.1

Research Methods Developed to Study Denser-Than-Air Dispersion
Three broad research methods have been employed to study denser-than-air dispersion:

computational models, laboratory scale models, and field studies. It should be noted that these
research methods are also utilized to study neutrally buoyant dispersion. Brief overviews and
examples for each research method are provided in the following sections.

2.1.1

Computational Models
Computational models use specialized computer programs to solve carefully constructed

fluid flow problems. These complex mathematical problems are generally too time-consuming to
“solve by hand.” Numerous computational models have been developed to study various aspects
of denser-than-air dispersion. Two broad categories characterize the majority of dispersion
computational models:
•

Lumped Parameter (Computer) Models — Lumped parameter models simplify the
governing equations into a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and use
simplified boundary and initial conditions to estimate the anticipated behavior of a
release.
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•

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Models — CFD models attempt to solve the
governing equations as partial differential equations (PDEs) with approximate boundary
and initial conditions. Turbulence can be either modeled with a turbulence closure
scheme in a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) formulation or approximated
from first principles using Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
Predictions made by a computational model should be treated with caution. Like most

computational models, the quality of the output is significantly determined by the quality of the
input and by the degree to which assumptions are correct for the situation being simulated. Thus,
after selecting the proper computational model, it is crucial that input parameters for the model
accurately describe the problem being solved. Selecting the proper computational model is just
as crucial as providing reliable input. Computational model simplifications alone can greatly
change a computational model with reliable input into one with unreliable output. In all cases,
verification and validation exercises against wind tunnel and field scale data are important to
understand the limit of model validity (including initial release conditions).

2.1.2

Laboratory Scale Models
Wind tunnel models can be used to investigate a variety of fluid mechanic problems, such

as a scale model aircraft being tested for flight, reduced-scale buildings subjected to hurricaneand tornado-force winds, and even the testing of the performance of full-size submarines [11].
Wind tunnels are also applicable in the study of gas dispersion. For gas dispersion releases, wind
tunnel models attempt to simulate atmospheric releases in a controlled laboratory environment at
a smaller scale. A wind tunnel model can be an indispensable tool for investigating a field
experiment or validating a mathematical model. Numerous repeats of a given set of release
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conditions, greater control of experimental parameters, and generally lower capital expenditures
are some of the advantages of wind tunnel modeling research.
There are, however, several disadvantages inherent to wind tunnel models designed to
study denser-than-air dispersion. Scaling methods used by wind tunnel models can require
compromise of one or more factors that are important in the dispersion of a denser-than-air
cloud. For example, Froude number scaling, while commonly used for wind tunnel modeling of
denser-than-air clouds, would only be able to simulate the variable density of an aerosol cloud
due to the presence of a condensed liquid phase in the cloud.
Despite some shortcomings of wind tunnel models, data from wind tunnel models are
often used to evaluate computational model predictions by choosing appropriate boundary and
initial conditions to model the wind tunnel release. Wind tunnel simulations of idealized
dispersion scenarios can also be conducted for computational model validation.

2.1.3

Field Studies
Field studies of denser-than-air dispersion generally consist of large-scale, controlled

releases of denser-than-air gases, gas/aerosol mixtures, or liquids into the atmosphere [12]. Field
studies are still important today, as they can provide insight into the fluid dynamic phenomena of
denser-than-air dispersion. The results of field-scale experiments inform the development of and
provide validation for the modeling methods discussed earlier. Many field studies of denserthan-air dispersion can be devised as preliminary investigations into the dispersion behavior of a
particular gas. For example, public concern regarding the possibility of an accidental release of a
denser-than-air gas may give rise to a field study to assess the potential consequences of such a
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release. Table 2 below summarizes selected influential field-scale release programs. A more
detailed description of the Jack Rabbit II (JR II) field trials will be provided later in the thesis.

Table 2: Some notable atmospheric field-scale releases conducted in the United States and
United Kingdom [13–20].
Name of Field
Experiment

Approximate
Location

Year(s)

Chemical(s)
Released

Heavy Gas Dispersion
Trials: Phases I and II
[13,14]

Thorney Island,
West Sussex

1982–1983

Nitrogen (N2) and
Refrigerant-12
mixtures

Desert Tortoise series
[15]

Nevada Test
Site

1983

Ammonia (NH3)

Eagle series [16]

Nevada Test
Site

1983

Nitrogen
tetroxide (N2O4)

Goldfish test series
[17]

Nevada Test
Site

1986

Hydrofluoric acid
(HF)

Falcon Series [18]

Nevada Test
Site

1987

Liquefied natural
gas (LNG)

Jack Rabbit I [19]

Dugway
Proving
Ground

2010

Chlorine (Cl2)
and Ammonia
(NH3)

Jack Rabbit II [20]

Dugway
Proving
Ground

2015–2016

Chlorine (Cl2)
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Brief Description
• Nitrogen and Refrigerant-12 mixtures
• 25 instantaneous releases from cylindrical
container
• Release volumes of 1320–2100 m3
• Phase I releases over unobstructed terrain
• Phase II releases with obstructions
• Pressurized liquid anhydrous ammonia
• Four continuous releases from horizontal
spill pipe
• Spill volumes of 14.9–60.3 m3
• Liquid nitrogen tetroxide
• Six continuous releases
• Two spill configurations—single-exit
confined and multi-exit unconfined
• Spill volumes of 1.3–4.2 m3
• Pressurized liquid anhydrous hydrofluoric
acid
• Six continuous releases from horizontal
spill pipe
• Spill volumes of 1.96–3.98 m3
• Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
• Five continuous releases
• Multi-exit spill “spider” inside a prototype
dike
• Spill volumes of 20.6–66.4 m3
• Pressurized liquid chlorine and anhydrous
ammonia
• 10 continuous releases
• Disseminations from modified propane
tanks
• One- and two-ton discharges
• Pressurized liquid chlorine
• Nine continuous releases
• Phase 1 disseminations from storage tank
• Phase 2 disseminations from storage tank
and transport tanker

Each of these field experiments is described in more detail below. The purpose of these
descriptions is to describe each experiment such that broad generalizations of field studies
become more apparent in the subsequent discussion.
•

Heavy Gas Dispersion Trials [13,14] — A two-phase program, the 1982–1983 Heavy
Gas Dispersion Trials (HGDT) were organized by the Health and Safety Executive to
study the denser-than-air dispersion of fixed-volume gas clouds. Nearly all of these largescale, instantaneous releases involved a denser-than-air gas (primarily composed of
nitrogen and Refrigerant-12) being released from a roughly cylindrical structure to over
unobstructed (Phase I) and obstructed (Phase II) terrains at Thorney Island, West Sussex,
United Kingdom. Figure 1 is a photograph of the 12-sided structure (measuring 14 meters
across and 13 meters high) that contained the gas for the HGDT releases.
o Phase I [13] — Several preliminary trials in Phase I involved releases of smokemarked air. The discussion of this phase is restricted to the denser-than-air gas
releases of Phase I, which commenced in August 1982 and concluded in June
1983. Fifteen denser-than-air gas release trials were conducted as part of Phase I,
each consisting of a different percentage of nitrogen and Refrigerant-12, between
1320 and 2100 m3 in volume. Gas was instantaneously released onto a flat site
devoid of obstructions. One of the objectives of Phase I was to produce a reliable
data set to validate mathematical models. Except for “the failure of the gas
container to perform satisfactorily” for the first denser-than-air gas release, this
objective was largely achieved. The execution of Phase I proved useful for Phase
II planning.
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o Phase II [14] — Phase II began in July 1983, which was shortly after the
conclusion of Phase I. Ten denser-than-air gas releases comprise the Phase II
trials. The release configuration in Phase II remained largely unchanged from
Phase I. Different compositions of nitrogen and Refrigerant-12 were utilized to
produce the denser-than-air gas clouds (between 1400 and 2050 m3 in volume)
that were instantaneously released for the Phase II trials. Unlike Phase I, the
Phase II releases were conducted in the “presence of three types of obstruction.”
The three obstruction types were: a five-meter solid fence, a 10-meter porous
screen, and an isolated nine-meter building. One main objective of the Phase II
trials was to produce a reliable data set “with which to compare physical
modelling in a wind tunnel.” The Phase II trials produced a comprehensive data
set and were deemed successful.
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Figure 1: Cylindrical container (measuring 14 m across and 13 m high) used to contain the gas
mixture utilized for the Heavy Gas Dispersion Trials: Phases I and II [14].
•

Desert Tortoise series [15] — The Desert Tortoise test series was initiated to study the
atmospheric dispersion of ammonia clouds under various meteorological conditions.
Conducted by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in August and
September 1983, four ammonia spills ranging from 14.9 to 60.3 m3 in volume occurred at
Frenchman Flat of the Nevada Test Site (NTS). For each continuous release, pressurized
liquid ammonia was conveyed from one or two tanker trucks via a horizontal spill pipe
(six-in. diameter) fitted with a terminal orifice plate. The orifice plate opening was 3.29
in. in diameter for the first release, and for subsequent releases, the orifice plate opening
was 3.72 in. in diameter. The liquid ammonia flashed to a two-phase aerosol-vapor cloud
as it exited the orifice plate into the atmosphere. Visualization of the invisible ammonia
13

vapor cloud occurred due to condensed water vapor from the ambient air contacting the
ammonia vapor cloud. Other than sensor instrumentation occupying the designated
downwind extent of the spill area, Frenchman Flat was clear of obstructions. There was
standing water downwind for tests 1–3, with test 4 being the only release without
standing water. Figure 2 is a photograph of the spill exit and orifice plate. Within 1 m
upstream of the orifice plate, instruments to measure temperature and pressure of the
discharged ammonia can be seen. Despite the occurrence of numerous equipment
malfunctions and a “greater than anticipated range of humidities and surface conditions”
during several of the releases, the Desert Tortoise series was successful in accomplishing
the objective of measuring the atmospheric dispersion of ammonia under various
meteorological conditions.
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Figure 2: The spill pipe exit used in the Desert Tortoise series releases. The orifice plate released
the ammonia directly to the atmosphere [15].
•

Eagle series [16] — The Eagle test series began almost immediately after the conclusion
of the Desert Tortoise series. During September and October 1983, six continuous, large-
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scale liquid releases (ranging from 1.3 to 4.2 m3) of nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) were
conducted at the Frenchman Flat of the Nevada Test Site. Part of a series of hazardous
spill tests conducted by LLNL, the Eagle series was implemented to accomplish the
following objectives: (1) characterize the denser-than-air dispersion of N2O4 that results
from large spills of the substance; (2) characterize the source strength of such spills; and
(3) evaluate a Portable Foam Vapor Suppression System (PFVSS) for N2O4 spills. Tests
designated Eagles (EAG) 1, 2, 3, and 6 were conducted per objectives (1) and (2), and
EAG 4 and 5 were conducted per objective (3). EAG 1, 2, 3, and 6 are most pertinent
here. For each EAG release, the N2O4 was conveyed through a 30-m long, 3-in. diameter
PVC pipe before exiting via one of two downward release configurations. EAG 1
involved the single-exit, confined spill configuration, which is shown in Figure 3(a). The
rationale behind such a design was to facilitate liquid pool formation, which allowed for
the study of objective (2). On the other hand, EAGs 2, 3, and 6 involved the multi-exit,
unconfined spill configuration, which facilitated rapid evaporation of the liquid N2O4 as it
entered the atmosphere. This spill configuration design was in accordance with the study
of objective (1). Figure 3(b) depicts this configuration. Like the Desert Tortoise series,
various instrumentation was fielded downwind of the spill area, and no obstructions were
present in the flow field. The Eagle series was largely successful in obtaining the data
needed to address objectives (1) and (2); however, some equipment deployed was either
not optimized beforehand or became nonfunctional from unforeseen circumstances.
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Figure 3: (a) Single-exit, confined spill configuration. (b) Multi-exit, unconfined spill
configuration. Not shown for (b) are the deflection cones deployed base-down and centered on
top of the splash plates [16].
•

Goldfish test series [17] — Like the Desert Tortoise and Eagle series, the Goldfish test
series consisted of large-scale, controlled releases of a denser-than-air cloud into the
atmosphere at the Frenchman Flat of the Nevada Test Site. Conducted by the Amoco
Oil® Company and LLNL during the summer of 1986, the Goldfish test series involved
six trials in which approximately 1.96 to 3.98 m3 of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid (HF)
were released via a spill pipe configuration—4-in. diameter with an orifice plate fitted at
the spill pipe exit—similar to that of the Desert Tortoise series except there was no elbow
in the pipe. Test 1 was very much a preliminary test to determine a feasible spill size for
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the remaining tests. Tests 4–6 were conducted to study the effects of water spray systems
on downwind concentrations of HF. Tests 2 and 3 were conducted to study the dispersion
of HF from specific conditions and to provide HF-concentration data such that “the
performance of dense gas dispersion models could be tested.” For this reason, Tests 2 and
3 are discussed exclusively. For Tests 2 and 3, the spill tank contained pressurized liquid
HF at 20°F above the normal boiling point temperature of HF. When a release was
initiated, the HF adiabatically flashed to vapor and aerosol as it exited the orifice. The
aerosol evaporated to more vapor which oligomerized forming (HF)6 as the plume
traveled downwind, cooling the plume and thereby imparting a low-lying cloud behavior
that is characteristic of denser-than-air dispersion. No liquid HF was collected during
Tests 2 and 3. Other than an unexpected shift in the wind direction during Test 2, Tests 2
and 3 were successful in obtaining relevant dispersion data that could be used for
comparison with denser-than-air gas dispersion models. However, the Goldfish test series
“only examined one set of pressure and temperature conditions.” Thus, implications
extending from the results of the Goldfish test series were somewhat limited to those
conditions observed during the releases.
•

Falcon Series [18] — The Falcon Test Series was conducted in 1987 by LLNL at the
Liquefied Gaseous Fuels Spill Test Facility (LGFSTF) located on Frenchman Flat of the
Nevada Test Site. Five continuous spills of cryogenic liquefied natural gas (LNG)
ranging from 20.6 to 66.4 m3 were performed to determine the effectiveness of vapor
fences on LNG dispersion. A multi-exit spill “spider,” consisting of four six-in. diameter
lines, was employed to provide uniform LNG distribution on the spill area. The spill area
was a water pond (approximately 0.76 m in depth) surrounded by a rectangular vapor
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fence structure measuring 8.7 m in height. The water pond had a water circulation
system. One of the purposes of the pond, the water circulation system, and the spill spider
was to effectively produce a vapor source rate “nearly equal to the spill rate.” Upwind of
the pond—but within the vapor fence—was a “billboard” structure to generate turbulence
intended to be representative of an LNG tank. Various measurement instrumentation was
fielded within and downwind of the spill area. One main objective of the Falcon Series
was “to obtain extensive data for validation of wind tunnel and computer models of LNG
releases into a vapor barrier.” While comprehensive data were obtained for Tests 1, 3,
and 4, Tests 2 and 5 had data losses which reduced their utility for addressing this
objective. The final test was terminated prematurely by a fire following a series of rapid
phase transitions (RPTs) of LNG in the water pond.
•

Jack Rabbit I [19] — Managed by the Chemical Security Analysis Center (CSAC) of the
United States (U.S) Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology
(S&T) Directorate, Jack Rabbit I (JR I) represented one of the first of many milestones in
attempts “to study and improve the understanding of rapid large-scale releases of
pressurized, liquefied toxic inhalation hazard (TIH) gases.” The first field test in the Jack
Rabbit (JR) program, JR I was a field experiment involving outdoor releases of 1- and 2ton quantities of pressurized liquefied chlorine and anhydrous ammonia from
instrumented disseminators into a depression basin measuring 50 m in diameter and 2 m
in depth. Figure 4 below shows a video frame of one of the JR I chlorine disseminations.
A total of 10 downward releases—five ammonia trials and five chlorine trials—were
conducted during April and May of 2010. Special emphasis was placed on characterizing
source cloud formation and travel. Urban settings were not simulated for any trial of JR I.
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Releases of ammonia were facilitated by “a modified 1,000-gal propane tank with a
remotely controlled 4-in. ball valve assembly mounted to the bottom of the tank.”
Releases of chlorine were facilitated by “a modified 500-gal propane tank with a
remotely controlled 3-in. ball valve assembly mounted to the bottom of the tank.” Among
many defined objectives, an important goal for the JR I disseminations was to determine
the feasibility of larger, subsequent field studies of TIHs (see description of Jack Rabbit
II). JR I was largely successful as a preliminary experiment and greatly informed the
planning of Jack Rabbit II (JR II). Nonetheless, it is worth noting that there was
substantial equipment damage during JR I, especially for instrumentation near the release
configuration of the chlorine trials. “The DPG Meteorology Division experienced
approximately $77,000 in damaged or destroyed instrumentation, while the DPG Test
Technology Division experienced approximately $21,000 in damages.”

Figure 4: Video frame of chlorine dissemination that occurred during Jack Rabbit I (JR I) [19].

The Jack Rabbit II program is summarized in Section 2.2 as the focus of this research.
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2.1.3.1

Shortcomings and Deficiencies of Previous Field Experiments
The previously mentioned field experiments were successful in achieving most defined

objectives. However, that is not to imply that deficiencies and limitations among the field studies
were uncommon. Several of these shortcomings, which also generally apply to most field
experiments, are listed below:
1. Inordinate Costs/Extensive Organizational Involvement — Field studies are generally
very costly; it is not uncommon for a field study to require the involvement of multiple
funding agencies. An excellent example illustrating this drawback was the HGDT
project. Over 30 sponsors agreed to fund Phases I and II of the field experiment, and a
“considerable investment in capital equipment” was involved [13]. Another related
drawback of field studies is that the objectives of a relatively expensive field experiment
may shift at the behest of accessible funding sources [12].
2. Nonexistent Repeatability — Conducting repeats of a specific release in an outdoor field
experiment is essentially impossible. Ensuring atmospheric conditions before, during, and
after a release are nearly identical to those of a prior release is extremely difficult. Hence,
field experiments can be heavily contingent upon predictability. Unexpected changes in
atmospheric conditions during a release or unforeseen equipment malfunctions are factors
that affect the reliability of a field trial. Furthermore, ensuring that a single release for a
given set of conditions is truly representative remains a precarious task. None of the
listed field experiments in Table 2 consisted of repeatable trials. As discussed in the
earlier sections, one major advantage of both computational models (such as Large Eddy
Simulations or LES) and wind tunnel models is that multiple repeats can be performed
for the same conditions.
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3. Unexpected Phenomena and Consequent Repercussions — Much effort in field study
design and execution is directed toward adherence to a predetermined test matrix. Field
experiments are generally conducted in areas that are remote from population centers and
have a well-documented climate. In some ways, this can limit the diversity of
environments in which a field experiment can occur. Indeed, it is no coincidence that four
of the listed field studies in Table 2 were conducted at Frenchman Flat of the Nevada
Test Site, where “it was known that the area was ideal for conducting dispersion tests,
both from the very flat terrain and regular wind patterns…” [15]. However, unforeseen
events can still occur in field experiments, such as the accidental ignition of the LNG
cloud in Test 5 of the Falcon Test Series [18]; the “spontaneous energetic eruptions”
emanating from the bottom of the depression during the Jack Rabbit I chlorine trials [19];
the unanticipated presence of standing water in the downwind area of tests 1–3 of the
Desert Tortoise series [15]; or part of the flow meter utilized in the Eagle series being
“completely destroyed by the N2O4,” even though “advertised as acid-proof” [16].
Unforeseen phenomena that occur during a field experiment can greatly transform the
course of an experiment, generally for the worse. On the other hand, wind tunnel models
ascribe more control to the experimenter, and any problems that occur during wind tunnel
experiments can be readily addressed via alteration of the experimental setup or
conducting repeat experiments.
Computational and wind tunnel models are generally more accessible, repeatable, and
have fewer safety considerations than field studies. In general, multiple approaches to
verification and validation of computational models which are used in consequence assessments
can provide valuable insight into important phenomena.
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2.2

Overview of the Jack Rabbit II Test Program
The JR II test program was a field experiment initiated and led by the Chemical Security

Analysis Center (CSAC) at the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to improve
understanding of large-scale releases of pressurized liquid chlorine to the atmosphere. The
project, conducted during 2015 and 2016, consisted of three parts: the 2015 JR II Trials (Trials
1–5), the 2015 and 2016 Special Sonic Anemometer Study (JR II-S), and the summer 2016 JR II
Trials (Trials 6–9). Each part of the field experiment took place at Dugway Proving Ground
(DPG), Utah. The 2015 JR II Trials involved outdoor releases of chlorine from an instrumented
dissemination vessel in a mock urban environment (MUE). The 2016 JR II release trials were
carried out in relatively unobstructed terrain with chlorine released in different release
orientations from the vessel. The Special Sonic Anemometer Study (JR II-S) was conducted to
study flow and turbulence in the MUE; no chlorine was released during this phase of the JR II
program.
For the remainder of this work, the 2015 JR II Trials will be focused on extensively since
the wind tunnel model constructed for this work was based on them.

2.2.1

Scope of Jack Rabbit II: Phase 1
The first five trials (Trials 1–5) of JR II comprise what is known as the “JR II Phase 1

Trials,” “JR II 2015 Trials,” or simply the “2015 Trials.” JR II Trials 1–5 involved downwardfacing releases of pressurized liquid chlorine (approximately 5–9 tons) from the bottom of an
instrumented dissemination vessel placed within the MUE. Remaining JR II trials (Trials 6–9)
involved releases of chlorine in different orientations from the vessel and are outside the scope of
the current work. The MUE, built on the surface of a rectangular gravel platform roughly
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dimensioned as 122 m x 183 m x 0.6 m, had over 80 obstacle elements (most of which were
Conex containers) of various types and sizes arranged into 13 rows, with one trial (Trial 5)
having the addition of a small number of obstacles between rows. Each JR II trial took place at
DPG, a relatively desolate environment far from population centers. Further details regarding the
field-test configuration can be found in [20–28].

2.2.1.1

Test Vessel and its Placement
Spicer and Tickle [21] provide an extensive description of the test vessel used in the 2015

JR II Trials. A photograph of the 10-ton capacity tank used to release chlorine for JR II Trials 1–
5 is shown in Figure 5. The horizontally-oriented vessel has a cylindrical midsection capped at
both ends with 2:1 semielliptical heads. The volume of the vessel was determined to be 7.70 m3.
Spanning part of the midsection are four circular dissemination ports; each port is six in. in
diameter. For JR II Trials 1–5, the port angled at “180 degrees” (see picture) was utilized for a
vertically downward release of stored chlorine. This port was off-center so that the thrust of the
release could be estimated so that the mass remaining in the vessel as a function of time could be
determined. A support system was used to elevate the vessel to a height where the downward
port was one meter above ground level. The vessel and support system were outfitted with
various instrumentation to help quantify the chlorine release from the vessel. Data obtained from
seven load cell assemblies located on the support system made continuous chlorine mass
measurements during the release. In the MUE, the vessel and support system were placed onto
the center of a circular concrete pad of 25-m diameter. A one-in.-high steel lip encircled the
periphery of the pad to contain potential deposited or rained out liquid. During the 2015 JR II
Trials, the vessel was in line with the containers of Row 4.
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Figure 5: Photograph of 10-ton capacity test vessel used in JR II Trials 1–5 [22]. The port angled
downward at “180 degrees” was used to release chlorine from the vessel. Note how the port is
off-center of the vessel.

Chlorine rail cars have a 90-ton capacity, so the vessel was representative of a one-tenth
scale rail car with the chlorine contents under similar conditions.

2.2.1.2

Release Characterization for JR II Trials 1–5
For each 2015 JR II Trial, the test vessel was filled with liquid chlorine before a primary

release was initiated via the 180-degree port. Table 3 summarizes relevant test vessel and
primary release conditions. Each release port was fitted with a blind flange and plug which
provided containment before the release. Prior to a release, bolts in the blind flange were
replaced with explosive bolts which were detonated at the time of release to produce an
instantaneous loss of containment. Liquid chlorine flashed—or partially vaporized—as it exited
the vessel. Figure 6 shows the fate and phase of the chlorine once the breach had been initiated.
Because of the release orientation, there was no appreciable liquid heel (residual liquid). In video
footage of the chlorine releases in JR II Trials 1–5, the denser-than-air cloud was composed of
opaque, suspended aerosol at first, which evaporated as it mixed with air to form transparent
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chlorine vapor [23]. Liquid puddles formed on the concrete pad as a result of the primary release
and later evaporated to form more chlorine vapor as part of the secondary release. The secondary
release became significant long after the dispersion of the aerosol cloud. Table 3 lists 20-minute
averaged wind speed and direction profiles measured by meteorological tower 3 (MET Tower 3)
for most trials near the release point and release time.

Table 3: Summary of test vessel and release conditions for JR II Trials 1–5 [21, 24].
Trial

Initial Chlorine
Mass in Vessel
(kg)

Primary
Release Rate
(kg/s)

Average Primary
Release Duration
(s)

Height
(m)

Wind Speed
(m/s)

Wind Direction
(degrees)

2
1.38
Missing*
4
2.78
134.1
1
4545
224
20.3
8
3.21
139.3
16
3.76
145.3
32
4.76
157.0
2
5.19
178.8
4
5.58
167.9
2
8192
273
30.0
8
5.68
174.3
16
5.90
174.4
32
6.02
175.4
2
3.76**
169.5**
158.2**
4
4.62**
3
4568
275
16.6
8
5.1**
164.5**
16
167.1**
5.92**
32
7.14**
170.5**
2
2.22
193.6
2.35
181.4
4
4
7017
271
25.9
8
2.39
188.2
16
2.59
185.5
32
2.92
187.5
2
1.72
225.7
4
1.98
213.1
5
8346
273
30.6
8
2.03
218.4
16
2.10
209.4
32
2.23
200.1
* Portable Weather Information Display Systems (PWIDs) did not collect wind direction data at the 2-m height.
** Note: Wind speed and direction reported for Trial 3 are for 10-min average (1410 ten-min average) [24].
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Figure 6: Schematic illustrating outcomes of pressurized liquefied chlorine in test vessel as it
undergoes two-phase flash upon exiting the vessel [21].

It is worth mentioning how the average primary release durations in Table 3 were
determined by Spicer and Tickle [21]. Continuous load cell measurement data indicated that the
initial mass rate of chlorine exiting the vessel for each trial was approximately constant for a
time and nonlinearly decreasing at the end of the release period as shown in Figure 7 for JR II
Trial 2. Because many atmospheric transport and dispersion (ATD) models have limited ability
to model time-varying release rates, Spicer and Tickle [21] prepared a simplified source term for
the 2015 JR II Trials. One such simplified approach considers the primary release of chlorine
from the vessel to be the dominant release mechanism. In this simplified source description, the
primary release is considered to be solely aerosol and the release discharge rate is assumed to be
constant. The release is modeled as a constant release such that the duration (see Table 3) of the
release yields the same total mass released into the atmosphere for each trial. As shown in Table
3, longer release durations corresponded to trials that had a large initial chlorine mass in the
vessel.
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Figure 7: JR II Trial 2 — mass in vessel as a function of time. The primary chlorine release is
assumed to begin at zero seconds. Lightly colored circles are data points obtained from thrust
measurements during the chlorine release [22]. Reproduced with permission by author.

2.2.1.3

Mock Urban Environment Utilized for JR II Trials 1–5
The MUE was built on a gravel pad oriented such that the centerline of the pad pointed

15 degrees counterclockwise from the north in the historically averaged wind direction [25].
Located at the center of the pad was the aforementioned circular concrete pad. Approximately
one-third of the gravel pad area upwind of the Conex array was clear of obstructions and thereby
referred to as the “apron.” The dotted arrow in Figure 8 denotes what is considered upwind and
downwind in relation to the MUE.
Figure 8 depicts a simplified diagram of the MUE. There are several aspects of the
diagram that merit discussion:
•

Conex containers and vehicles were given a two-number designation with a
decimal point. The number before the decimal point corresponds to the row
number (starting with the upwind row) and the number after the decimal point
indicates the position of that obstacle within the row (numbered left to right). As
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will be discussed in the following subsection, Jaz UV-Vis instruments, deployed
in the MUE, had identification labels based on nearby Conex designations.
•

Obstacle 11.4 was a tall structure consisting of six Conex containers (each with
dimensions: 18 ft long x 8 ft wide x 8 ft tall) arranged as a two-by-three stack.
This configuration was oriented such that the lengths of the containers were
parallel to the long edge of the gravel pad.

Row 13 was occupied by seven vehicles for JR II Trials 1–3. For Trial 4, vehicles 13.4–
13.7 were moved several miles downwind of the gravel pad. For Trial 5, vehicles 13.1, 13.3, and
13.5 were moved to locations between rows of Conex containers near the concrete pad, so only
vehicle 13.2 remained in Row 13. More information about the vehicles used in the 2015 JR II
Trials can be found in Table A.1 of the Appendix.
For Trial 1, MUE Jaz instruments were deployed in different locations.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram illustrating the MUE.

2.2.1.4

Relevant Instrumentation
A variety of instrumentation was used within the MUE [20]. Only instrumentation that

was used for the following types of measurements is discussed here:
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1. Measurement of averaged wind direction and wind speed data at several locations.
2. Video record of the releases.
3. Pointwise chlorine gas-phase concentration time histories at various locations.
These data were most important for developing the wind tunnel model of selected 2015 JR II
Trials.

MET Towers — PWIDS and Ultra-Sonic Anemometers
Three 32-m tall meteorological (MET) towers were deployed outside the gravel pad
during the JR II field tests. Two of these towers (MET Towers 1 and 2) were located several km
downwind of the chlorine release pad center, while the third tower (MET Tower 3) was situated
approximately 100 m upwind of the chlorine release pad center. Figure 9 is a photograph of
MET Tower 3. Portable Weather Information Display Systems (PWIDS) and ultra-sonic
anemometers were collocated onto each tower at the 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-m heights. Both
PWIDS and sonic-anemometers collected data before, during, and after each trial. PWIDS
collected various weather data such as wind temperature and pressure, which was transmitted to
the command post (CP) in real-time. Ultra-sonic anemometers collected three-component wind
speed data; data from these instruments were collected at the end of each trial [20].
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Figure 9: MET Tower 3 used in the 2015 JR II Trials [24].

HD Video Cameras
Twelve high-definition (HD) video cameras were deployed to record continuous video
footage during each 2015 JR II Trial’s release. Camera locations were numbered 1–12 and were
only occupied by a single camera during each release. For this work, cameras have been
designated the abbreviation CAM followed by their respective location number. Thus, CAM 6
refers to the camera located at position 6. Figure 10 (a) and (b) below show video frames of
CAMs 3 and 4 during JR II Trial 4, respectively. Figure 8 depicts the relative locations of CAMs
3 and 4 outside the MUE; the viewpoints of these cameras were most useful for flow
visualization of the chlorine plume from vessel breach to subsequent travel far outside the MUE.
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Figure 10: JR II Trial 4 video frames from (a) CAM 3 and (b) CAM 4 [23].

With such cameras, the time required for the chlorine aerosol/gas mixture to reach certain
locations can be determined reasonably well, which was critical to validate flow visualization in
the wind tunnel studies.

Jaz UV-Vis
One of the test objectives of the 2015 JR II Trials was to obtain accurate gas-phase
chlorine concentration data at various locations inside and outside the MUE during each trial
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[20]. The motivation for collecting such data included: informing emergency response
procedures [20], conducting comparison studies with numerous computational models [26], and
perhaps serving as a more current database for the planning of future controlled, large-scale
releases of TIHs [27]. Several types of chlorine vapor point sensors were deployed. These
included MiniRAE 3000 detectors, ToxiRAE Pro detectors, Ultraviolet (UV) Canary detectors,
and Jaz Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) detectors [20]. Sensors were placed based on the sensor’s
detection range in addition to the expected concentration at that location [25]. The Jaz UV-Vis
sensors had the largest detection range, so these were deployed in the MUE [20, 25].
Concentration measurements from these instruments will be the main focus here.
The Jaz UV-Vis (also known as Jaz) instruments use a spectrophotometer to measure and
record pointwise gas-phase chlorine concentration. Sixteen of these instruments, with sample
inlets 0.3 m above ground level, were deployed within the MUE for each trial. Here, Jaz
locations were designated by the capital letter “J” followed by the number of the obstacle
(without the decimal point) that was directly upwind of the Jaz instrument. Thus, J91 referred to
the location of a Jaz instrument downwind of obstacle 9.1. GPS coordinates of Jaz locations were
recorded for each trial. After JR II Trial 1, several Jaz detectors were moved to new positions for
JR II Trials 2–5. Because JR II Trials 2 and 4 are discussed extensively in this work, the Jaz
instruments and their layout for JR II Trials 2–5 will only be discussed. Eight Jaz instrument
locations for JR II Trials 2–5 can be found in Figure 8.
Jaz sensors were configured to have a nominal detection range of 100–100,000 parts per
million (ppm) by volume [20]. Ensuring reliable gas concentration measurement data from Jaz
sensors involved conducting a single calibration before JR II Trials 1–5 and a series of pre- and
post-trial quality control checks. The calibration consisted of feeding the Jaz sensor ambient air
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(0 ppm concentration) and four standard chlorine concentrations: 100, 1,000, 10,000, and
100,000 ppm. Before and after each trial, Jaz sensors were fed “ambient air followed by the
10,000-ppm standard contained in a Tedlar bag” [28]. Figure 11 shows the results of the pre(blue bars) and post-trial (red bars) quality control checks of the sensors for the 10,000-ppm
standard using JR II Trial 4 as an example.

Figure 11: Jaz sensor readings for the 10,000-ppm standard for pre- (blue bars) and post-trial
(red bars) quality control checks for JR II Trial 4 [28].

Most quality control checks fell within 30% of the 10,000-ppm standard [28]. Several pre- and
post-trial checks were not recorded due to some sensors being disabled. Signature Science LLC
established measurements between 1,000 and 115,000 ppm to be generally accurate [28].
Measurements outside this range could not “be confirmed to be accurate” [28].
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2.3

Rationale for Developing a Wind Tunnel Model of the Jack Rabbit II 2015 Trials
The Chemical Hazards Research Center (CHRC) at the University of Arkansas was

tasked by S&T CSAC with the Mock Urban Wind Tunnel (MUWT) Program [29]. The CHRC
houses the largest ultra-low-speed wind tunnel in the world and has proven to be an excellent
candidate for this project.
The wind tunnel facility is a push-through tunnel designed and constructed specifically
for the study of atmospheric dispersion of denser-than-air gases at wind tunnel speeds below 2
m/s [30]. Prior to the MUWT Program, the tunnel was utilized for research experiments ranging
from government-led directives to experiments for investigating the fundamental physics of gas
releases. Table 4 below summarizes several of these studies.

Table 4: Various experiments conducted at the CHRC’s wind tunnel facility [31–34].
Experiment
“Wind-tunnel data sets
for complex dispersion
model evaluation”
[31]
“Wind tunnel study of
air entrainment into
two-dimensional
dense gas plumes at
the Chemical Hazards
Research Center”
[32]
“Vapor Dispersion and
Thermal Hazard
Modeling”
[33]
“An Experimental and
Computational
Evaluation of the
Importance of
Molecular Diffusion in
Gas Gravity Currents”
[34]

Researchers
Involved

Brief Description

Jerry Havens
Heather Walker
Tom O. Spicer III

“A large ultra-low-speed wind tunnel has been constructed to
provide laboratory experimental data sets which can be used to
evaluate mathematical models for atmospheric dispersion of
LNG vapour.”

Jerry Havens
Heather Walker
Tom O. Spicer III

“The objective of the wind tunnel experiments at CHRC was to
investigate the applicability of correlations for vertical
turbulent entrainment to dispersion of neutral or stablystratified plumes imbedded in a neutral approach flow over and
through relatively large roughness.”

Jerry Havens
Tom O. Spicer III

Eliminate stability problems in the computational model
FEM3A and extend prior experiments with roughness
elements.

Jeremy Herman

“This project examines the importance of molecular diffusion
on the developing concentration field of a gas gravity current
released into a calm environment.”
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These experiments exemplify the adaptability of the CHRC wind tunnel. Various
experiments were accommodated via the customization of wind tunnel features.
The current wind tunnel facility at the CHRC is outfitted with concentration measurement
sensors, various velocity measurement instrumentation, and automated equipment to record data.
The next chapter will provide an overview of the relevant instrumentation at the CHRC that was
utilized for the current work.

2.3.1

Research Objectives
The emphasis of this thesis is on modeling Jaz concentration time histories. The research

objectives relevant to this work are:
1. Develop a scaled wind tunnel model of the JR II 2015 chlorine release trials and obtain
concentration measurements.
2. Assess the feasibility of the nondispersive infrared (NDIR) technique for obtaining
concentration measurements in the JR II 2015 wind tunnel model.
3. Assess the effectiveness of the wind tunnel model when using Richardson number
similarity for high- and low-density deviations from full-scale density.
4. Extend the capabilities of the JR II wind tunnel model via releasing a different denserthan-air gas simulant.
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Chapter 3: Modeling Framework and Wind Tunnel Facility
This chapter describes the modeling framework used to implement a wind tunnel model
of the JR II field tests. The chapter opens with a brief mathematical characterization of the
methods utilized to achieve similarity between the wind tunnel model at the CHRC and the JR II
2015 field tests. Next, an overview of the wind tunnel facility is presented, followed by a
characterization of the pertinent equipment used for each test. Finally, a background of the scaled
JR II model is given.

3.1

Scaling Laws for Achieving Similarity in Denser-than-Air Dispersion
Two methods of achieving similarity have been used for (scaled) wind tunnel modeling

of the 2015 JR II Trials. In this work, Froude and Richardson number scaling are for the
modeling of denser-than-air gas dispersion from finite-duration release sources between two
different length scales. While physical lengths are directly scaled down by the geometric scale
factor from field scale, other pertinent temporal quantities such as wind velocity and time must
follow specific scaling requirements.
For this section, it is assumed the geometric similarity condition has already been
fulfilled, and special emphasis is placed on several important scaling requirements that are
needed to achieve kinematic and dynamic similarity.
The relative length scales broadly referred to in this work are field scale and wind tunnel
scale. Unless otherwise noted, the subscripts

and appended to parameter variables denote

field scale and wind tunnel scale, respectively.
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Using one method for achieving similarity over the other in this work was strictly a
function of the research objective in focus, which in turn was influenced by equipment
availability and cost of materials.

3.1.1

Froude Number Scaling
The first experiments performed for this work utilized Froude number scaling. The

Froude number (

) is defined as [35]:
=

where

is the characteristic fluid speed,

2

is gravity, and

is the characteristic length scale. The

Froude number must be equal between dispersion experiments of different length scales in order
to achieve kinematic and dynamic similarity between the two scales. Hence,
=

3

=

4

=

5

or,

which can be further rearranged to produce the closed-form expression:
=

∙

Thus, the wind tunnel scale wind velocity should equal the square root of the ratio of the
characteristic length scales multiplied by the corresponding field-scale fluid speed.
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6

Recognizing that velocity is the ratio of the length to time scales, the relationship
between wind tunnel and field timescales is:
=

∙

7
#

Hence, field-scale durations are reduced by a factor of "# $ to obtain their corresponding wind
%

tunnel scale complements.
For Froude number equivalence to be valid, the gas densities for the field scale and wind
tunnel scale should be equal:
,
,

where

and

=

=

8

,

9

,

are the source gas density and air density. Fulfilling these requirements at the

wind tunnel scale can be challenging because many field scale releases involve high-density
source gases. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), a high molecular weight species, can sometimes be used
in tunnel gas mixtures to reach these high densities in fulfilling Froude similarity requirements.
In addition to source gas density equivalence between the two scales, the flow rate of the
discharge must also be scaled. As will be shown in a following section, within some constraints,
this aspect of the release can be modified while still fulfilling broader scaling requirements. For
continuous releases, the wind tunnel scale volumetric gas (or gas mixture) flow rate () ) in
relation to the field-scale volumetric gas flow rate is given as:
) =* +

.-

)

10

Froude number scaling is generally the preferred method for achieving kinematic and
dynamic similarity because scaling requirements tend to be well within wind tunnel capabilities.
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3.1.2

Richardson Number Scaling
Some experiments for this work utilized Richardson number scaling to physically model

the field scale releases. The Richardson number ( ) is defined as [35]:
−

=
where

and

11

are the characteristic source gas and ambient air densities, respectively. Like the

Froude number, the Richardson number is a dimensionless parameter that must be equal between
field and tunnel scales:
−

,

*

,

,

+

=

=

*

,

−

,

,

+
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The ideal gas law is sufficient for calculating gas densities for both scales. If the air density is the
same at field and tunnel conditions, Equation (13) reduces to:
/

,

−

,

0

=

/

,

−

,

0
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Notice how the expression readily collapses to the expression obtained from Froude number
similarity (Equation (5)) when the source gas densities for the field scale and wind tunnel scale
are the same. Froude number scaling can therefore be considered a special case of Richardson
number scaling.
Another factor that must be considered in Richardson number scaling is the source term.
For this work, the wind tunnel source term had the same configuration as was used for Froude
number but was modified to account for lower source gas densities. This was accomplished by
increasing the release duration until mass conservation was achieved between experiments using
the Richardson number and experiments using the Froude number for a given set of conditions.
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Equation (14) can accommodate deviations in wind speed, source gas or air density, and
characteristic length scales for modeling of field-scale conditions. However, Hall [35] warns that
Richardson number scaling is only effective for small deviations in (source gas) density and that
caution is warranted for specific cases. While this is true, it is not readily known how large these
density deviations must be for Richardson number similarity to “break down” in terms of
accuracy. As Davies and Singhe state:
The demands of Froude scaling are model wind speeds equal to full-scale values reduced
by the square root of the model scale. Under some circumstances this brings physical
modelling up against the constraint of the lowest speed that the facility can reliably
sustain, hence the need to relax the density ratio similarity and compensate with increased
velocity. Whereas this practice is reasonably well established for buoyant, momentum
dominated stack emissions, its range of validity for heavy gas dispersion simulation is
less well understood. [14]
For this work, achieving kinematic and dynamic similarity by the Richardson number
was necessary due to equipment constraints and cost of materials. Two different source gas
densities, each lower than the field scale complement, were tested to determine the supposed loss
of accuracy that likely occurs for a large and small density variation from that of the field scale.

3.1.3

Comparing Concentration Between Field and Wind Tunnel Scales
The expression [36] that relates gas-phase mole fraction measured in the wind tunnel

model to the gas-phase mole fraction measured in the field-scale experiment is given as:
1 =

23
23 + 1

1

23
1 − 23

15

where 1 is the gas-phase mole fraction, and 23 is the molecular weight of the gas (or gas
mixture) under consideration. If the molecular weight of the field-scale gas and wind tunnel scale
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gas are equal, then a direct comparison of field- and wind tunnel scale gas-phase concentration
measurements can be performed.

3.2

Features of the Ultra-Low-Speed Wind Tunnel and Equipment at the CHRC
This section presents the ultra-low-speed (ULS) wind tunnel facility at the CHRC,

including features of the wind tunnel, boundary layer simulation, the source gas delivery system
for finite gas releases, and diagnostic equipment available at the CHRC.

3.2.1

The Wind Tunnel Facility
A schematic of the wind tunnel facility at the Chemical Hazards Research Center is

shown in Figure 12. The term “downwind” refers to the direction of airflow through the tunnel.
Adjacent to the room housing the wind tunnel is the control/observation room, from which
measurements can be conducted and experimental parameters can be changed [33]. Between
tests, an exhaust system is used to evacuate experimental gases and thereby restore the tunnel
room to initial conditions, prior to the start of experiments.
Two adjustable pitch vane-axial fans (produced by the Buffalo Forge Company®) are
located at the front of the wind tunnel. Each of these 75 horsepower fans are 72 in. in diameter
and push air through polycarbonate ducts which direct airflow “from the fans to the working area
of the wind tunnel” [36]. After passing through the polycarbonate ducts, the airflow enters the
boundary layer generation section and finally passes through the test section of the wind tunnel.
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Figure 12: Labeled schematic of wind tunnel facility at the CHRC illustrating floor plan and
various features [37].

The working area of the wind tunnel measures 2.1 m in height, 6.1 m in width, and 24 m
in length. Most of the working area floor surface consists of removable, two-foot square tiles,
which can be modified to accommodate various experiments. The working area is partitioned
into two sections: the boundary-layer generation section and the test section. The airflow
generated from the fans meets the boundary-layer generation section by first passing through a
10.1-cm-thick honeycomb that spans the full cross-sectional area of the wind tunnel. The
honeycomb has a 1.2 cm cell size. Following the honeycomb are two pairs of two seamless nylon
screens, which also span the full cross-sectional area of the wind tunnel. The airflow is
considered uniform once it has passed through the honeycomb and subsequent nylon screens.
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After passing through the last screen, the flow encounters 14 Irwin spires in a single row across
the tunnel at approximately 30 cm downwind from the last screen. The spires were spaced
approximately 46.3 cm from each other. Several spires are pictured in Figure 13 (a) and (b). The
purpose of the Irwin spires is to produce a turbulent boundary layer that is approximately one m
in height. Previous wind velocity measurements have confirmed this boundary layer is indeed
approximately one m in height [38]. The test section of the wind tunnel begins at approximately
5.5 m downwind from the last nylon screen. All 2015 JR II model tests for this work were
conducted in this wind tunnel section. The test section measures approximately 16.3 m in length
and terminates at the downwind end of the wind tunnel. A traverse system on the tunnel ceiling
of the test section is used to position measurement equipment. Wind tunnel stabilization before
experiments ensured an unperturbed, uniform airflow in the wind tunnel.

Figure 13: Schematic of single Irwin spire (a) [36] and photograph of several Irwin spires
utilized for this work (b) [38].

Figure 14 shows the wind speed at various heights for a given fan speed.
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Figure 14: Fan speed and observed average air velocity for various heights in the test section
[39].

3.2.2

Equipment Utilized for Modeling Purposes
Various instrumentation and equipment were employed for this work. These include: an

area source and gas delivery system for creating finite gas releases in the tunnel; a data
acquisition system; and two types of gas-phase concentration measurement sensors.

3.2.2.1

The Area Source and its Automation
The permanent area source in the test section of the wind tunnel was primarily designed

and constructed by Dr. Morris [38] for precise finite duration gas releases into the tunnel. The
top of the area source in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 15.
The area source has the following components:
1. A top that consists of a sandwich of three horizontal perforated sheets.
2. Side panels that slide to open and close.
3. Flow straightener perforated sheets on the inside of the area source.
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The area source is considered “open” when the automation system aligns the holes of the
perforated sheets while simultaneously closing both side panels of the area source. References
[36] and [38] contain more details about the area source and the automation system.
Figure 16 depicts a cross-sectional view of the model release configuration for
concentration measurements studies in this work. Gas (denoted by solid arrows in Figure 16)
enters the area source from which two general paths are possible. When the area source is open,
the side panels are shut, and gas is forced through the top opening where it is turned horizontally
by the polycarbonate disc and flows into the tunnel. This path is denoted by the green arrows in
Figure 16. When the area source is closed, the top opening is rendered impervious, and flowing
gas is forced through the side panels. This path is denoted by the red arrows in Figure 16. It is
worth mentioning that the Rosco® Vapour model fog machine was not turned on for any tests
conducted for this work. This technique stops the flow of gas quickly and promptly, but the gas
does take about 0.3 s to begin exiting the area source, and this time difference is important here
because of the short duration of the experiments.

Figure 15: Wind tunnel view of the area source employed for model tests.
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Figure 16: Model release configuration for both flow visualization and concentration
measurement studies [40]. Solid arrows denote gas mixture flow travel. For concentration
measurement studies, the fog machine was off and only the gas mixture would flow.

For this work, the area source surface (see Figure 15) was partially covered with annular
brown tape and plastic. Furthermore, a 0.5-m polycarbonate disc was situated above the area
source.

3.2.2.2

Gas Delivery System
The gas delivery system at the CHRC wind tunnel facility was designed to ensure that

precise volumetric flow rates of gas(es) could be delivered for modeling and calibration
purposes.
The gas delivery system consisted of:
•

Flow controllers and a flow meter.

•

A flow controller main control unit (FCMCU) with user interface and input.
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•

Aluminum mixing blocks, Koflo static mixers, and mixing “dead spaces” configured for
large and small flow rates.

•

A calibration line and PVC pipeline for conveying large flow rates.
Because the FCMCU is configured for standard temperature and pressure (0°C and

101,325 N/m2), flow rate input had to be calculated for STP conditions. Ambient temperature
and pressure in the wind tunnel were recorded using laboratory thermocouples and barometers so
that those values could be used to convert desired flowrates to STP conditions for the FCMCU.
A series of mixing elements ensured gases were uniformly mixed and delivered at a
relatively constant flow rate. Flow controller outlets were connected to an aluminum mixing
block, a manifold that served as a collection point for flow controllers used in an experiment.
Figure 17 is a photograph of one of these aluminum blocks connected to various flow controllers.
For instrument voltage calibrations, gases were then directed to a Koflo static mixer and a “dead
space” internally fitted with evenly-spaced metal baffles attached to a central shaft. For model
releases, gases bypassed the static mixer and “dead space” and were instead conveyed directly to
the area source.
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Figure 17: Photograph of flow controllers connected to an aluminum mixing block [38].

3.2.2.3

Data Acquisition System
Recording real-time analog signal output from concentration measurement sensors

required a data acquisition system. The DATAQ Instruments DI-149 USB Data Acquisition
Starter Kit was connected to the “Analog Out” of the main control units of the flame ionization
detector (FID) and nondispersive infrared detector (NDIR) to obtain real-time, analog voltage
time histories at a frequency of 100 Hz. Such time histories were recorded via the ancillary
software on the desktop computer in the control room and exported to Microsoft Excel for data
analysis. For model releases into the tunnel, the DATAQ was configured to record the moment
the area source opened.

3.2.2.4

Concentration Measurement Analyzers
Two gas-phase, volumetric concentration measurement sensors were utilized for this

work: NDIR500 CO and CO2 analyzer (“NDIR500”) and HFR400 HC Analyzer (“Flame
Ionization Detector” or “FID”). The mechanisms of these instruments are vastly different, yet
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both proved to be feasible for obtaining transient concentration measurements of a tracer gas as a
function of time. A brief description of these instruments and their use at the CHRC is provided
below.

NDIR500 CO and CO2 Analyzer (NDIR500)
The Cambustion NDIR500 CO and CO2 analyzer (or “NDIR500”) was used to measure
transient gas-phase concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2). The fast-response analyzer is a
nondispersive infrared (NDIR) sensor that measures carbon monoxide (CO) and CO2
concentration in a gas mixture [36].
While details of the exact mechanism of the NDIR500 are proprietary, Cambustion has
provided a useful schematic illustrating the general NDIR principle on the retail website [41].
Figure 18 is a median plane view depicting the relevant structural components and gas sample
path in a device similar to that of the NDIR500. The IR Emitter irradiates a sample gas chamber
with a band of IR radiation close to the absorption band of CO2 and CO. CO2 and CO gas
molecules present in the sample gas chamber will absorb the IR radiation at their respective
unique frequencies. Unabsorbed IR radiation passes through the gas sample chamber and is
filtered via the chopper wheel before impinging onto the IR-Detector. The chopper disk
“continually corrects the offset and gain of the analyser, and allows a single sampling head to
measure the concentrations of two different gases” [41].
.
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Figure 18: Cambustion schematic illustrating relevant parts of an NDIR sensor and sample gas
movement [41].

The NDIR500 must undergo a programmed autocalibration routine before measurements.
At the time of the experiments with the NDIR500, the CHRC was not equipped with gas bottles
and ancillary equipment needed to carry out the autocalibration. Furthermore, the NDIR500 was
on loan from Cambustion, and as such, was only available for use at the CHRC for a limited time
frame. Given these circumstances, a nonconventional method of autocalibration was employed
with the expertise of Cambustion to ensure proper operation of the NDIR500. Gas mixtures
needed for autocalibration were furnished by the CHRC’s gas delivery system.
Once the autocalibration routine was complete, the NDIR500 was tested with gas
mixtures of known percentages of CO2 and SF6 in air to complete the voltage calibration.
Voltage calibrations were made before and after tests and were only considered to be valid if the
autocalibration routine was determined to be successful.
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The analog output channel of the main control unit was connected to an analog input
channel of the DI-149 (see Section 3.2.2.3), which allowed for real time data acquisition.
Voltage time histories were produced at a frequency of 100 Hz.
Figure 19 is a photograph of the NDIR500 sample probe at a tested Jaz location in the
scaled physical model.

Figure 19: Photograph of NDIR500 sample probe at J97 for Test B–T2NFr.

HFR400 HC Analyzer (Flame Ionization Detector/FID)
Some experiments for this work involved the use of the Cambustion HFR400 HC
Analyzer (FID) for obtaining transient concentration measurements of a methane (CH4) tracer.
Multiple experiments at the CHRC [34–38] prior to those conducted in this work involved the
use of the FID. Details regarding the settings of the FID used for this work can be found in [38].
The FID was attached to the traverse system and could be positioned almost anywhere on the
model.
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It is worth mentioning that SF6 destroys the FID when sampled. As will be shown later,
most experiments using Froude number similarity required SF6 for gas mixtures of high density
(or MW). Because Richardson number similarity experiments relaxed the high-density
requirement, most experiments involving the scaling method involved CO2 and air, both of
which were compatible with the FID. Thus, the FID was primarily used for experiments
involving Richardson number similarity.
A voltage calibration of the instrument involving various gas mixtures of CH4, air, and
CO2 was conducted to linearize the FID’s output voltage curve for various known concentrations
of CH4.
During experiments, voltage calibrations of the FID were conducted before and after
model releases to ensure accuracy and precision of the instrument. For a model release, the
sampling tube of the FID was positioned at various locations in the MUE model. Analog voltage
output was generated at a frequency of 100 Hz for both voltage calibrations and concentration
measurements of gas releases with the model MUE.
Figure 20 is a photograph of the FID PEEK tube inlet at a Jaz location in the scaled
physical model.
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Figure 20: Photograph of FID PEEK tube inlet at J85 for Test G.

3.3

Creating a Scale Model of Jack Rabbit II 2015 Trials in CHRC Wind Tunnel
Several tasks had to be undertaken in order to create a scale model in the CHRC wind

tunnel that accurately recreated the physical parameters and wind conditions of the JR II 2015
field trials. Creating and verifying the scaled JR II model in the wind tunnel was necessary
before any concentration measurements could be conducted at various JAZ locations. This
process consisted of determining the most feasible 2015 JR II Trials to be modeled, creating a
physical model of the array of Conex containers used during the JR II field tests, and comparing
measured wind velocities in the wind tunnel to those of the JR II 2015 Trials. These steps for
implementing the scaled model in the wind tunnel are discussed below.
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3.3.1

Selecting 2015 JR II Trials for Modeling in the Wind Tunnel
Issues with JR II limited which trials were feasible for modeling. Such issues included

missing or unreliable meteorological information and missing Jaz measurements. Table 5 below
assesses each 2015 JR II Trial for wind tunnel modeling.

Table 5: Assessment of each JR II 2015 field trial for wind tunnel modeling at the CHRC.

3.3.2

2015 JR II Trial #

Concentration Measurements
Modeled

1

No

2

Yes

3

No

4

Yes

5

No

Assessment
• MET Tower 3 measured wind
speed at the 32-m height
unusually high
• Reliable meteorological profile
• Jaz measurements available for
comparison
• “High” wind speed case
• Extremely poor meteorological
profile
• Reliable meteorological profile
• Jaz measurements available for
comparison
• “Low” wind speed case
• More suitable for flow
visualization studies

Making the Physical Model
A 50:1 physical scaled model of the JR II Conex array was constructed and shown in

Figure 21.
The gravel pad at DPG was modeled as three separate rectangular plywood sheets with
equal dimensions of 2.44 m length x 1.22 m width x 0.0118 m height. Two of these sheets
contained obstacles, while the remaining sheet served as the upwind region of the gravel pad and
had no obstacles. A circular hole with a 0.5-m diameter center was cut out of the middle sheet to
allow access to the release gas area source which represented the area of the concrete pad.
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Some 50:1 Conex containers matched dimensions of commercially available model train
containers. However, many field-scale obstacle elements were of non-standard dimensions when
transformed to model scale and had to be manufactured out of aluminum blocks.

Figure 21: Physical model of JR II Phase 1 MUE for JR II Trials 2–3. Modifications to the field
experiment layout described in Section 2.2.1.3 for JR II Trials 4–5 were conducted for model
experiments involving these trials.

During the JR II release trials, the port of the chlorine release vessel was not centered on
the vessel and was thereby not centered above the concrete pad. Thus, exiting chlorine impinged
onto an area of the concrete pad that was away from the center of the concrete pad. Model flow
visualization experiments indicated that this “offset” from the center needed to be accounted for
to produce better agreement. This offset was accomplished by covering most of the top of the
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area source with contact paper, but leaving an off-center, circular cutout. On top of the contact
paper was a plastic disc that was flush with the surrounding pad and had a circular cutout similar
to the contact paper. One surface of the plastic disc was used to hold seven evenly-spaced,
vertical pins on top of which rested a 0.5-m diameter polycarbonate disc. These pins could be
adjusted to set the gap between the pad and the disc. This configuration reproduced the slight
off-center nature of the chlorine release.
Situated at the approximate center of the polycarbonate disc is a 3D-printed 50:1 scale of
the test release vessel at DPG. The 3D-printed test vessel did not serve as a source of gas for the
model releases and instead acted as an element of the obstacle array.

3.3.3

Wind Velocity and Turbulence Profile Replication
Because friction velocity profiles were not measured during any of the 2015 JR II Trials,

data from the 2016 Special Sonic Anemometer Study had to be utilized for this purpose. During
the 2016 Special Sonic Anemometer Study (JR II-S), which took place in March of 2016, wind
velocity and friction velocity profiles were measured for six time frames (here called Time
Frames A–F) that had similar wind speeds and directions to the JR II release trials. Time Frames
C and E were identified as most appropriate for wind tunnel modeling purposes. The rationale
for this approach is further discussed in [36].
Replicating the conditions of Time Frames C and E in the wind tunnel using Froude
similarity first required determining a proper tunnel fan speed and configuration of Irwin spires
and surface roughness elements to reproduce scaled-down wind velocity and turbulence profiles.
With only one row of 14 Irwin spires and no surface roughness elements in the working area of
the wind tunnel, the desired velocity profile and friction velocities were produced. Experiments
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with the Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) system determined that fan speeds of 93 RPM and
118 RPM were optimal for the comparison between DPG and wind tunnel scales for Time
Frames C and E, respectively. It should be noted that exact agreement of profiles between field
and wind tunnel scales was impossible; however, the wind tunnel was fully capable of producing
the general wind velocity and turbulence profiles necessary. For these experiments, it was
decided that matching the field-scale wind speed at the 2- and 4-m heights at MET Tower 3
(MET tower upwind of the gravel pad at DPG) was representative using the average wind
direction of these heights. Figures 22 and 23 are graphical representations of the wind speed and
friction velocity comparison between DPG and wind tunnel scales for Time Frames C and E,
respectively. Wind tunnel values have been converted to full scale to facilitate the comparison.
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Figure 22: (a) Wind velocity comparison between DPG and the wind tunnel for Time Frame C.
(b) Friction velocity comparison between DPG and the wind tunnel for Time Frame C [39].
Note: Wind tunnel values have been converted to full-scale to facilitate the comparison.
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Figure 23: (a) Wind velocity comparison between DPG and the wind tunnel for Time Frame E.
(b) Friction velocity comparison between DPG and the wind tunnel for Time Frame E [39].
Note: Wind tunnel values have been converted to full-scale to facilitate the comparison.

3.3.4

Determining Release Configuration and Source Gas Parameters for All 2015 Trials
As noted in Section 2.2.1.1, for each 2015 JR II Trial, chlorine was released from a

breach measuring six in in diameter. It was not possible to make a point source release in the
scaled physical model because of the very high flow rate and velocity that would be needed for
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matching DPG conditions via Froude number similarity in addition to the inability to model a
flashing aerosol flow in the wind tunnel. Rather than creating a point source, “the near source
region was modeled as a wall jet at the edge of the JR II concrete pad on which the vertically
downward chlorine release was conducted” [36]. This was accomplished in the wind tunnel
model by placing a polycarbonate disc seven mm (on average) above the top surface of the pad
accommodating the area source. Hence, gas exiting the area source is forced through the top
opening where it is turned horizontally by the polycarbonate disc and flows into the tunnel. This
approach of using the area source to produce a wall jet proved to be practical and reliable for
simulated chlorine/air releases.
Flow visualization experiments for JR II Trial 4 were used to determine gas release
parameters at the edge of the concrete pad needed to agree with video record. These wind tunnel
parameters included the cloud (wall jet) depth (height of the polycarbonate disk), density, and
volumetric rate. While these parameters are only presented in this section, references [36] and
[40] have more details.
The field-scale release duration of JR II Trial 4 had to be scaled to wind tunnel scale via
Equation (7). Field-scale release durations for the constant flow rate assumption, as described by
Spicer and Tickle’s [21] recommendations, were scaled down to wind tunnel scale to produce a
scaled release duration of 3.66 sec.
At the time of this work, preliminary flow visualization studies were complete, and the
flow rate was determined to be 795 L/min with a 1.787 g/L density (45.17 g/mol simulant).
Because the NDIR500 was on loan and available for a brief period of time, these test conditions
were used here. In subsequent visualization studies, improved estimates of the parameters were
found to be 680 L/min with a 1.96 g/L density (48.7 g/mol simulant). A computational model
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[36] estimated the density to be 2.17 g/L. Several tests with the FID were conducted with a 660
L/min flow rate, and a 2.17 g/L density was used as the field-scale source gas density for
Richardson similarity tests modeling Trial 2 with improved parameters.
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Chapter 4: Experimental Setup
Chapter 4 aims to provide the theoretical background and experimental setup of the tests
conducted for this work. Seven concentration-measurement tests (Tests A–G) with the JR II
2015 wind tunnel model were conducted for this work. Table 6 summarizes the key points of
each test. Density cases (high or low) for the Richardson number experiments referred to the
degree to which the release gas density was less than the full-scale source-gas density. Thus,
“high-density cases” had conditions near those produced from achieving Froude similarity
whereas “low-density cases” had conditions further than those produced from achieving Froude
similarity.
Chapter 4 is organized as follows:
•

Section 4.1 provides a broad overview of Tests A–G.

•

Section 4.2 describes the setup and execution of Tests A and B, which used the
NDIR500.

•

Section 4.3 describes the setup and execution of Tests C–G, which used the FID.
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Table 6: Concentration-measurement experiments (Tests A–G).
Test

A–T4NFr

Instrument

NDIR

Trial
Modeled

JR II
Trial 4

Gas Mixture
Flow Rate
(LPM)

Desired
Simulant
Density*
(g/L)

795

1.787

Actual
Simulant
Density*
(g/L)

1.787

Tracer
Gas

CO2

Scale
Modeling
Approach

Froude

Density
case for
Ri #

N/A
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B–T2NFr

NDIR

JR II
Trial 2

795

1.787

1.787

CO2

Froude

N/A

C–T2FRi(H)

FID

Test B–
T2NFr

795

1.787

1.642

CH4

Richardson

High

D–T2FRi(L)

FID

Test B–
T2NFr

795

1.787

1.384

CH4

Richardson

Low

E–T2FRi(H)

FID

JR II
Trial 2

660

2.17

1.710

CH4

Richardson

High

F–T2FRi(L)

FID

JR II
Trial 2

660

2.17

1.440

CH4

Richardson

Low

G

FID

JR II
Trial 4

660

1.440

1.440

CH4

Froude

N/A

*Calculated with an ambient pressure of 29 in. Hg.
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Main Purpose of Test

Limitations of Tests

Check feasibility of NDIR to make
concentration measurements in
wind tunnel in a situation similar to
JR II release Trial 4

- Gas mixture release rate of 795 LPM
instead of 660 LPM
- 1.787 g/L simulant instead of 2.17 g/L
- Wind speed slightly lower than T4
conditions
- Gas mixture release rate of 795 LPM
instead of 660 LPM
- 1.787 g/L simulant instead of 2.17 g/L
- Wind speed slightly lower than T2
conditions
- Could not match full gas mixture density
- Richardson # similarity required
- SF6 incompatible with FID

Check feasibility of NDIR to make
concentration measurements in
wind tunnel in a situation similar to
JR II release Trial 2
Direct comparison of FID to NDIR
concentration measurements
Test Richardson # similarity with
lower gas mixture density (direct
comparison to Test C–T2FRi(H)
Direct comparison to field
measurements
Test Richardson # similarity with
lower gas mixture density (direct
comparison to Test E–T2FRi(H)
Hypothetical release of N2O with
Trial 4 atmospheric conditions

- Density further from gas mixture density
of JR II
- Richardson # similarity required
- Richardson # similarity required
- Comparison with NDIR not possible
- Density further from gas mixture density
of JR II
- Richardson # similarity required
- Unable to compare to JR II field trial
- Assumed that dispersion behavior of
N2O is similar to Cl2

4.1

Tests A–G: Wind Tunnel Model Studies at the CHRC
Seven concentration-measurement tests (Tests A–G) with the JR II 2015 wind tunnel

model were conducted for this work. Table 6 summarizes the key points of each test. Tests A, B,
and G involved application of Froude number similarity, and Tests C–F involved Richardson
number similarity. High- and low-density cases for Richardson-scaled experiments referred to
the density deviation of the release gas mixture from the release gas density of the field tests.
Tests C–F relied on Richardson number scaling, and the revised tunnel velocities were
calculated using Equation (14). In retrospect, Equation (13) should have been used since the air
density at DPG and the CHRC are different. Table 7 summarizes the wind tunnel scale velocities
used to set the fan speed using Equations (13) and (14). As indicated in the table, the differences
are insignificant.

Table 7: Wind tunnel scale velocities for Tests C–F calculated using Equations (13) and (14).
The fan speed was set using revised tunnel velocities calculated from Equation (14).
Test
Richardson Scaled Wind Tunnel Velocity (at 16-cm height)
Equation (13)
Equation (14)
C–T2FRi(H)
0.692 m/s
0.691 m/s
D–T2FRi(L)
0.482 m/s
0.482 m/s
E–T2FRi(H)
0.516 m/s
0.550 m/s
F–T2FRi(L)
0.372 m/s
0.396 m/s
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An overhead photograph of the physical scaled model used for Tests A–G is shown in
Figure 24. MUE Jaz instrument locations for JR II Trials 2 and 4 include: J11, J71, J75, J85, J91,
J94, and J97. These locations were scaled down by a factor of 50 and denoted on the physical
scaled model as white circles (see Figure 24).

Figure 24: Photograph of MUE model at the CHRC with pertinent scaled Jaz instrument
locations labeled.

Concentration time histories were measured at Jaz locations using either the NDIR500 or
FID. The concentration sensor sampler (PEEK tube inlet for the FID and sample probe for the
NDIR500) was placed approximately six mm (the 50:1 inlet height of field Jaz instruments)
above the model Jaz location. A single Jaz location was tested during an experiment, which
consisted of multiple repeated gas releases intended to produce an ensemble average.
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The experimental configuration of Tests A–G are discussed in the following two sections
and tests were grouped based on the concentration measurement analyzer used.

4.2

Tests A and B: NDIR500 Tests
Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr utilized Froude similarity. The purpose of Tests A and B

was to check the NDIR500’s ability to measure concentration time histories for comparison with
field measurements. Results from Tests A and B did demonstrate the feasibility of the NDIR500
for wind tunnel experiments.
The NDIR500 was employed for Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr. A CO2 tracer was mixed
with air and SF6 to produce the 1.787 g/L (45.17 g/mol) simulant. Measurements were made at
Jaz locations J11, J71, J75, J85, J91, J94, and J97.

4.3

Tests C–G: FID Tests
Tests C–F used Richardson number similarity for modeling concentration time histories.

These tests were devised for two main reasons: 1) to validate the accuracy of the NDIR500
measurements (Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr), while accommodating the limitations of the FID,
and 2) to investigate the reliability of the Richardson number similarity approach for deviations
in the release gas density. The Richardson similarity approach required a more complex
experimental setup than its Froude similarity counterpart. Test G—which used Froude
similarity—was conducted as an extension of wind tunnel modeling capabilities and was a
recreation of (50:1) JR II Trial 4 atmospheric conditions, but with a hypothetical release of
nitrous oxide (N2O) instead of chlorine.
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Table 6 summarizes the conditions and purposes of each test of this work and indicates
which tests were conducted using each kind of similarity.
Using Richardson number scaling, a simulant of lower density can be released using a
lower wind velocity and longer duration release to release the same total mass.
The FID was employed for both Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L). A CH4 tracer was
mixed with air and CO2 to produce the 1.642 g/L (41.44 g/mol) simulant (Test C–T2FRi(H)) and
1.384 g/L (35.04 g/mol) simulant (Test D–T2FRi(L)). Jaz locations J71, J75, and J94 were tested
for Test C; Jaz locations J11, J71, J75, J85, J91, J94, and J97 were tested for Test D.
The FID was employed for both Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L). A CH4 tracer was
mixed with air and CO2 to produce the 1.710 g/L (43.16 g/mol) simulant (Test E–T2FRi(H)) and
1.440 g/L (36.35 g/mol) simulant (Test F–T2FRi(L)). Jaz locations J71, J75, and J94 were tested
for Tests E and F.
Test G was devised to test a hypothetical release of N2O under the same conditions as
(50:1) JR II Trial 4 using the FID. N2O is a widely-produced compressed liquefied gas that likely
mimics the release characteristics of Cl2 seen in the JR II trials. The FID can be used for this test
because the N2O (at the same mole fraction of chlorine) can be modeled with a gas mixture of
CO2, air, and CH4 tracer. A mole fraction of 0.49 N2O in air produces a density of 1.440 g/L
(36.35 g/mol).
The Test G experimental setup was nearly the same as Test A–T4NFr since both used
(50:1) JR II Trial 4 atmospheric conditions.
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Chapter 5: Data Processing and the Bootstrap Method
Tests A–G produced hundreds of individual concentration time histories. These model
concentration time histories were obtained from voltage time histories (produced by the FID and
NDIR500) by applying calibration curves that relate known gas-tracer concentrations to
instrument voltage output. Further details on how these transformations were performed can be
found in the Appendix.
A main goal of this chapter is to convert model concentration-time profiles into fieldscale (average) profiles. These profiles can then, when appropriate, be compared to Jaz
concentration-time profiles measured during the 2015 JR II Trials.
This chapter is organized as follows:
•

Section 5.1 presents several scaling requirements for transforming model
concentration time histories to field scale.

•

Section 5.2 summarizes how model concentration-time profiles were formatted.

•

Section 5.3 is a brief discussion of the “bootstrap method,” which can be used to
gauge the number of repeated samples necessary for a representative average
concentration profile.

5.1

Transforming Concentration Measurements from Wind Tunnel to Field Scale
Spicer and Smith [36] relate the gas-phase mole fraction measured in the wind tunnel

model to its field-scale counterpart via:
1 =

23
23 + 1

1
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23
1 − 23

15

where 1 is the gas-phase mole fraction, and 23 is the molecular weight of the gas under
consideration.
For this work, gases in Equation (15) are assumed to follow ideal behavior. For Froude
number similarity experiments, the molecular weights of the field-scale gas and wind tunnel
scale gas are equal, and therefore a direct comparison of field- and wind tunnel scale gas-phase
concentration measurements could be performed. However, Richardson number similarity
experiments involved modeling a field-scale gas of greater molecular weight than the gas used in
the wind tunnel experiments. Thus, 23 < 23 for all tests involving the Richardson number
modeling approach. Wind tunnel concentration measurements were converted to field scale to
allow comparison to JR II concentration results. The conversion was facilitated by solving
Equation (15) for 1 :

5.2

1 =

23
23 + 1

1

23
1 − 23

16

Preparing Field-Scale Concentration-Time Profiles
For Tests A–G, each model release produced a model voltage time history recorded by

either the NDIR500 or FID. Figure 25(a) shows an example of a model voltage-time profile
recorded by the NDIR500.
Both concentration instruments generated voltage time histories by measuring the
concentration of a specific tracer gas present in the model release. For NDIR500 experiments
(Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr), this tracer gas was CO2. For FID experiments (Tests C–G), this
tracer gas was CH4. Calibration curve equations were utilized to relate known gas-tracer
concentrations to instrument voltage output for each sample time (see Appendix D).
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Gas-tracer concentrations were divided by the initial gas-tracer concentration (before
release) for calculation of the fraction of gas-tracer in the initial release that reached a
measurement location. A series of transformations (see Equation (16)) converted these fraction
time histories into field-scale concentration-time profiles. More information about these
transformations is presented in Appendix D.
Field-scale concentration-time profiles were modified such that plot scales were
“matched between Jaz and model measurements (both time and concentration) [36].”
Modification of the model timescale consisted of adding a timescale offset (1.5 min for Trial 2
and 3 min for Trial 4) such that release times corresponded between field and wind tunnel scales.
This modification facilitated direct comparison between Jaz profiles and model profiles.
Figure 25 below depicts the (a) voltage-time profile and (b) field-scale concentrationtime profile for Release 4 measured at J91 of Test A–T4NFr. Voltage output for Release 4 was
converted to CO2 tracer-gas concentration output, which indicated the concentration of the full
release gas (Cl2). Also seen in Figure 25 is the transformation of the model timescale (s) to the
field-scale timescale (min), which was facilitated with Equation (7). Despite the voltage-toconcentration transformation, the characteristic shape is mostly retained between the two
profiles.
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Figure 25: Profiles (voltage and concentration) for Release 4 measured at J91 of Test A–T4NFr.

5.3

Determining an Ensemble Average: The “Bootstrap” Method
Wind tunnels have the advantage of allowing for multiple repeated trials for a given set

of conditions. These repeats are rarely identical and usually must be averaged to produce a
representative result for a given set of conditions. Figure 26 below shows model concentrationtime profiles (from Test A–T4NFr) compared to the Jaz J91 profile measured in JR II Trial 4.
The individual release profiles measured with the NDIR500 exhibited variation such that each
profile was unique. Despite being unique, major characteristics of the average concentration
profile appear in each individual profile, as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Jaz J91 concentration-time profile compared to model profiles measured by the
NDIR500. Individual model measurements exhibit variation from the average.

Multiple repeated trials are conducted in large ensembles to produce a representative
mean concentration [42]. However, depending on the study, performing a large number of
repeated trials to produce a representative ensemble average may not be feasible. In such a
situation, wind tunnel modelers may resort to statistical methods that forgo the need for
numerous repeats yet approximate ensemble-like behavior. One of these statistical methods,
known as the bootstrap method, was used for this work to determine potential ensemble
averages.
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The bootstrap method involves randomly resampling (with replacement) a given data set
such that additional samples—known as bootstrap samples—are generated. These bootstrap
samples can be averaged with the data set to produce a hypothetical average profile. Such a
profile can be used to estimate the number of repeated samples needed to create a representative
average.
For this work, multiple repeated trials were conducted for each scaled Jaz location in
Tests A–G. While 12 individual concentration time histories were obtained for each scaled Jaz
location in Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, 30 individual concentration time histories were
obtained for each scaled Jaz location in Tests C–G. The sample rate of the concentration
measurement instruments was 100 Hz. Generally, repeated trials ranged from 1 to 1.5 min.
An ensemble averaging study was not conducted for Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, and
instead, the arithmetic average for each sample time sufficed. A bootstrap analysis was
conducted for Tests C – G to determine the number of releases needed to produce an ensemble
average. Time constraints and costs with supplying the release gas mixture (high flow rates of
CO2 and SF6, etc.) prohibited conducting hundreds of samples for a complete convergence study.

5.3.1

Bootstrap Analysis for Tests C–G
The 30 individual concentration-time profiles obtained for tested locations in Tests C–G

were randomly sampled (with replacement) at each sample time to produce 170 additional
“releases” or bootstrap samples. Then, various release averages were calculated from the 200
samples, and three fixed time locations within each averaged profile were selected for analysis.
These locations in the profile were referred to as: “Maximum,” “Trough,” and “Crest.”
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Figure 27 plots the 30-release average trace for J94 of Test C–T2FRi(H) (1.642 g/L
“high-density” simulant via Richardson number similarity). Fixed locations were labeled: the
“Maximum” referred to the time (

6)

in which the maximum concentration for the 30-release

average occurred; the “Trough” and “Crest” locations were times (

7

and

78 )

in which a local

minimum and local maximum concentration occurred, respectively, for the 30-release average.
For this work, ensemble-like behavior was established at a location when the percent deviation
for that location from release average to release average was less than one percent for three
consecutive release averages.
Table 8 tabulates percent deviations from release average to release average for the three
curve locations measured at J94 of Test C–T2FRi(H). Highlighted are entries in which the
ensemble-average criterion was satisfied for a specific location: 60 samples for the Maximum, 70
samples for the Crest, and 100 samples for the Trough. Therefore, the overall ensemble average
for J94 of Test C–T2FRi(H) was about 100 releases. Thus, release averages comprising more
than 100 releases were anticipated to not differ markedly from the 100-release average.
A similar analysis was conducted for Tests D–G. In most cases, the overall ensemble
average comprised more than 100 releases. Thus, it is expected that greater than 100 repeated
trials would be needed for each location (of each test) to produce an ensemble average.
Nonetheless, the 30-release average retained most profile characteristics of the ensemble average
and did not differ markedly. Thus, for this work, the 30-release average was used to display
results for Tests C–G.
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Figure 27: The 30-release average trace for J94 of Test C–T2FRi(H) (1.642 g/L simulant, highdensity case using Richardson number similarity).

Table 8: Percent deviations from release average to release average for the three curve locations
measured at J94 of Test C–T2FRi(H). The 100-release average was considered to be the
ensemble average.
# Samples
Averaged
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

Maximum (tm = 6.17 s)
% Change
% Cl2
from Avg. to
Avg.
5.230
0.00
5.186
0.82
5.090
1.86
5.074
0.31
5.056
0.35
5.049
0.15
5.044
0.10
5.056
0.26
5.044
0.24
5.030
0.28
5.041
0.23
5.026
0.30

Trough (tlt = 9.57 s)
% Change
% Cl2
from Avg. to
Avg.
3.854
0.00
3.805
1.27
3.785
0.52
3.745
1.05
3.731
0.36
3.756
0.65
3.795
1.05
3.788
0.20
3.799
0.31
3.813
0.35
3.817
0.11
3.796
0.56
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Crest (tlc = 5.25 s)
% Change
% Cl2
from Avg. to
Avg.
4.628
0.00
4.602
0.57
4.537
1.40
4.629
2.03
4.637
0.17
4.625
0.27
4.616
0.19
4.578
0.81
4.574
0.09
4.560
0.30
4.552
0.18
4.562
0.22

Chapter 6: Analysis of Results for Tests A and B
In this chapter, results from Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr (Froude similarity) are
presented and, when appropriate, compared to Jaz concentration-time profiles. Figures are used
extensively to facilitate comparison.
Because Test G modeled a hypothetical field-scale release of a different chemical, no
comparison study could be conducted.

6.1

Analysis of Tests A and B
Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr involved simulated releases of a 1.787 g/L (45.17 g/mol)

simulant for a situation similar to JR II Trial 4 and Trial 2 conditions, respectively. Model
parameters for both tests were scaled for Froude similarity match. The main purpose of these
tests was to check the NDIR500’s ability to measure concentration time histories for comparison
with JR II field measurements.
Figures 28 and 29 below contain (scaled) wind tunnel concentration-time profiles at
various scaled Jaz locations for Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, respectively. Both tests utilized
the NDIR500 for concentration measurements. Test A–T4NFr was conducted with conditions
that approximated those of JR II Trial 4, and Test B–T2NFr was conducted with conditions that
approximated those of JR II Trial 2. These provisional conditions allowed for testing of the
NDIR500 instrument (before it had to be returned) while producing useful results that could be
compared to JR II Jaz profiles. All profiles have field-scale timescales. A model release
generally lasted for less than one minute, which was about seven minutes at field-scale.
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Figure 28: Test A–T4NFr average concentration-time profiles obtained at various Jaz locations
in the scaled MUE. Test A–T4NFr conditions approximated those of JR II Trial 4 with a 1.787
g/L (45.17 g/mol) simulant, and the NDIR500 instrument was used for concentration
measurements.
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Figure 29: Test B–T2NFr average concentration-time profiles obtained at various Jaz locations
in the scaled MUE. Test B–T2NFr conditions approximated those of JR II Trial 2 with a 1.787
g/L (45.17 g/mol) simulant, and the NDIR500 instrument was used for concentration
measurements.
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For Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, the NDIR500 instrument began recording when the
area source was opened. The horizontal (time) axes were matched between Test A and B profiles
to allow for direct comparison of cloud times of arrival between both test profiles. Contrasting
wind speeds between JR II Trial 2 (5.68 m/s at 8-m height) and Trial 4 (2.39 m/s at 8-m height)
caused earlier cloud times of arrival for Test B–T2NFr profiles when compared to Test A–T4NFr
profiles. Nearly all profiles could be characterized as a sudden rise in concentration (arrival of
release cloud) followed by a drop-off in concentration (departure of release cloud). The decline
in concentration for Test A–T4NFr profiles occurred more gradually than the decline in
concentration observed for Test B–T2NFr profiles. Again, this was likely due to the contrasting
wind conditions between JR II Trial 2 and Trial 4. Both tests exhibited measured concentrations
immediately downwind of Row 7 (J71 and J75) to be larger than those observed immediately
downwind of Row 9 (J91, J94, and J97). This characteristic was likely due to the dilution of the
model gas mixture cloud as it traveled a tortuous path downwind through the Conex containers
of the MUE.
The effects of wind angle for Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr can also be observed by
examining Figures 28 and 29. Both tests had a mean wind direction (close to the MUE) that was
more northerly than the historic mean wind direction (parallel to the centerline of the JR II gravel
pad). As a result, Jaz locations J75 and J97 were anticipated to be biased for greater
concentrations than Jaz locations J71 and J91. For the most part, this effect was observed to be
the case for Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr.
Average concentration-time profiles from Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr were compared
to corresponding JR II Jaz profiles. Figures 30–32 compare JR II Trial 4 Jaz (field) profiles to
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corresponding Test A–T4NFr profiles; Figures 34–36 compare JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles to
corresponding Test B–T2NFr profiles.
Figures 30–32 indicate generally good agreement between JR II Trial 4 Jaz profiles and
Test A–T4NFr profiles. Durations of exposure and cloud times of arrival and departure were
similar for most Jaz locations. Such agreement confirmed that model gas cloud dynamics
throughout the physical model were correctly scaled for Test A–T4NFr. Moreover, Test A–
T4NFr concentrations were generally within a factor of two of field-scale profiles, but model
measured concentrations were closer to field measurements farther from the source.
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Figure 30: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 4 Jaz profiles with Test A–T4NFr NDIR500
profiles.
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Figure 31: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 4 Jaz profiles with Test A–T4NFr NDIR500
profiles.
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Figure 32: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 4 Jaz profile with Test A–T4NFr NDIR500
profile.
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Differences between JR II Trial 4 Jaz profiles and Test A–T4NFr profiles were most
noticeable with respect to profile shape. Jaz profiles were characterized as having several spacedout concentration (local) peaks for the duration of exposure. On the other hand, most Test A–
T4NFr profiles consisted of one prominent peak followed by a quick decline in concentration.
In contrast to the profiles obtained at J91 and J97, the average model profile for J11
differed markedly from the Jaz J11 profile (see Figure 32), which showed an initial rise in
concentration followed by an even more drastic increase in concentration before dropping off.
Jaz J11 was one of the few Jaz instruments deployed upwind of the chlorine release point.
Whether or not the chlorine cloud reached J11 was mostly dependent on its momentum from the
depressurization of the release vessel and the magnitude of the oncoming wind. CAM 4 video
record of JR II Trial 4 confirmed that the chlorine cloud reached several areas upwind of J11
before being pushed back to the mock urban array by the prevailing wind. Figure 33 depicts this
phenomenon with a cropped diagram of the MUE. J11 was closest in proximity to the chlorine
release point and was in the lee of Conex 1.1. Thus, measured concentrations at J11 exceeded the
calibration of the Jaz instrument at this location, making the comparison between field and
model profiles especially challenging.
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Figure 33: Part of the JR II Trial 4 MUE depicting the upwind extent (Arcs 1 and 2) of chlorine
gas/aerosol cloud. J11 was close to the chlorine release point and was in the lee of Conex 1.1.

Other factors may also explain the discrepancy between field and wind tunnel
concentration measurements. DPG meteorological conditions during the 2015 JR II field trials
were inherently variable. As Hanna [43] mentions, “the winds observed by the PWIDS masts
varied in time and space over the sampling domain. The videos of the chlorine cloud movement
also showed shifts in cloud direction.” Consequently, a meandering wind angle or changing wind
speed during the 2015 JR II field trials would be transient effects that could not be replicated in
the wind tunnel model and that could have also influenced differences in profile shape. As shown
in the next chapter, profile comparisons between different tests (e.g., Test B–T2NFr compared to
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Test C–T2FRi(H)) were much more successful in that the aforementioned extraneous transient
conditions became irrelevant.
Figures 34 and 35 indicate generally good agreement between JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles
and Test B–T2NFr profiles. Exposure duration (residence time) of Test B–T2NFr profiles was
anticipated to be less than those measured during Test A–T4NFr due to the higher wind speed
(0.790 m/s at 16-cm height) of Test B–T2NFr. Furthermore, cloud times of arrival and departure
in Test B–T2NFr profiles were anticipated to be earlier than those measured in Test A–T4NFr.
Both predictions regarding these characteristics were confirmed to be the case. Because two Jaz
instruments (located at J91 and J97) were disabled during JR II Trial 2, no comparison could be
conducted between field and model scale measurements at those locations. However, the
NDIR500 profiles show the type of profiles that would likely be measured by Jaz instruments at
those locations if each Jaz had been functional in JR II Trial 2. Such characteristics include
durations of exposure, cloud times of arrival and departure, and peak concentration.
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Figure 34: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles with Test B–T2NFr NDIR500
profiles.
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Figure 35: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles with Test B–T2NFr NDIR500
profiles. Jaz instruments located at J91 and J97 were disabled for the duration of JR II Trial 2.
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Figure 36: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 2 Jaz profile with Test B–T2NFr NDIR500
profile.
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Test A–T4NFr and Test B–T2NFr (global) peak concentrations were compared to
corresponding Jaz peak concentrations via a parity plot shown in Figure 37. Except for J11,
model peak concentrations were always higher than field peak concentrations.

Figure 37: Parity plot of wind tunnel peak % Cl2 (simulant) versus peak % Cl2 measured by Jaz
(field-scale) instruments.

Overall, Test A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr profiles showed good agreement with
corresponding field-scale profiles. For the first time, the NDIR500 was proven to be feasible for
wind tunnel concentration measurements. Subsequent tests (Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–
T2FRi(L)), discussed in the next chapter, confirm this fact by comparing NDIR500 concentration
profiles to those measured using the FID.
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Chapter 7: Analysis of Results for Tests C–G
In this chapter, results from Tests C–G are presented and, when appropriate, compared to
Jaz concentration-time profiles. Tests C–F model parameters were scaled for Richardson
similarity match. Test G model parameters were scaled for Froude similarity match. Figures are
used extensively to facilitate comparison.

7.1

Analysis of Tests C and D
Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) (FID measurements) modeled Test B–T2NFr

(NDIR500) using Richardson similarity. The main purposes of Tests C and D were to validate
the NDIR500 results (Test B) by comparison to FID measurements and to assess the reliability of
the Richardson similarity approach for deviations in the release gas density.
As mentioned before, Test B–T2NFr involved simulated releases of a 1.787 g/L (45.17
g/mol) simulant for a situation similar to JR II Trial 2 conditions. Model parameters for Test B–
T2NFr were scaled for Froude similarity match. Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) involved
simulant source gas mixtures with densities below that of Test B. Test C–T2FRi(H) was the
“high-density case” in that the simulant mixture released for this test had a density that was
relatively close (1.642 g/L; 8% less) to that of the simulant mixture used for Test B–T2NFr.
Likewise, Test D–T2FRi(L) was the “low-density case” in that simulant mixture released for this
test had a density that was substantially lower (1.384 g/L; 23% less) than that of the simulant
mixture used for Test B–T2NFr (1.787 g/L). Richardson similarity was achieved when lower
source gas densities were compensated with lower wind speeds and increasing the scaled release
durations.
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With the Richardson similarity experiments (Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L)), more
accurate results were expected when conditions were close to those produced from achieving
Froude similarity (Test B–T2NFr). As such, Test C (high source density) concentration-time
profiles were anticipated to better agree with Test B–T2NFr concentration-time profiles. And by
corollary, Test D (low source density) profiles were anticipated to deviate more from Test B–
T2NFr profiles.
Figures 38–39 below contain field-scale concentration-time profiles for Tests C–
T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L). Both tests utilized the FID for concentration measurements. Test C–
T2FRi(H) results only contain profiles for Jaz locations J71, J75, and J94.
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Figure 38: Test C–T2FRi(H) average concentration-time profiles obtained at selected Jaz
locations in the scaled MUE. Test C conditions approximated those of Test B–T2NFr (JR II Trial
2) with a 1.642 g/L (41.44 g/mol) simulant, and the FID was used for concentration
measurements.
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Figure 39: Test D–T2FRi(L) average concentration-time profiles obtained at various Jaz
locations in the scaled MUE. Test D conditions approximated those of Test B–T2NFr (JR II Trial
2) with a 1.384 g/L (35.04 g/mol) simulant, and the FID was used for concentration
measurements.
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For Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L), nearly all profiles could be characterized as a
sudden rise in concentration (arrival of release cloud) followed by a drop-off in concentration
(departure of release cloud). As noted earlier, Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) were
modeling Test B–T2NFr conditions (which in turn were based on 50:1 JR II Trial 2 conditions).
Thus, durations of exposure for both Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) were expected to be
relatively short. Figures 38 and 39 confirmed this to be the case. Furthermore, the drop-offs in
concentration for Test C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) profiles were much like that those observed
in Test B–T2NFr profiles. Both Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) exhibited measured
concentrations immediately downwind of Row 7 (J71 and J75) to be larger than those observed
immediately downwind of Row 9 (J91, J94, and J97). This characteristic was likely due to the
dilution of the model gas mixture cloud as it traveled a tortuous path downwind.
Test B–T2NFr profiles were compared to corresponding Test C–T2FRi(H) profiles to
determine the accuracy of measurements from the NDIR500 as compared to measurements by
the FID; then, Test C–T2FRi(H) profiles were compared to Test D–T2FRi(L) profiles to
determine the degree of error introduced when the release gas density was further away from the
actual Test B density (1.787 g/L). Jaz locations for this comparison included J71, J75, and J94.

7.1.1

Comparison of Test B to C (NDIR500 to FID)
Test C–T2FRi(H) involved simulated releases of a high-density (1.642 g/L) simulant with

Test B–T2NFr conditions via Richardson similarity. The main purpose of this test was to
validate the NDIR500 by comparing average concentration-time profiles measured by the
NDIR500 (Test B–T2NFr) to profiles measured by the FID in Test C–T2FRi(H).
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Figures 40 compares Test B–T2NFr profiles to corresponding Test C–T2FRi(H) profiles.
This figure shows striking agreement between Test B–T2NFr and Test C–T2FRi(H) profiles.
Durations of exposure, cloud times of arrival and departure, and peak concentrations were almost
indistinguishable between the profiles measured during the two tests. Test C–T2FRi(H) validated
NDIR500 results and verified the Richardson similarity approach for small deviations in release
gas density. With the NDIR500 results validated by the FID results, the NDIR500 can be
successfully used for future wind tunnel experiments.
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Figure 40: Side-by-side comparison of Test B–T2NFr (1.787 g/L simulant; Froude similarity)
profiles with Test C–T2FRi(H) (1.642 g/L simulant; Richardson similarity) profiles. Compared
MUE locations include J71, J94, and J75. Test B profiles were measured with the NDIR500;
Test C profiles were measured with the FID.
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7.1.2

Comparison of Test C to D (FID to FID)
Test D–T2FRi(L) involved simulated releases of a low-density simulant (1.384 g/L) with

Test B–T2NFr conditions via Richardson similarity. The main purpose of this test was to
investigate the reliability of Richardson similarity for larger deviations from the density of the
Test B release gas.
Figure 41 compares Test C–T2FRi(H) profiles (FID and high-density release gas case) to
corresponding Test D–T2FRi(L) (FID low-density release gas case) profiles. This figure shows
good agreement between Test C–T2FRi(H) and Test D–T2FRi(L) profiles. Profile shape is
retained between the two tests, although durations of exposure are slightly larger and cloud times
of departure are somewhat delayed in Test D–T2FRi(L).
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Figure 41: Side-by-side comparison of Test C–T2FRi(H) (1.642 g/L simulant) profiles with Test
D–T2FRi(L) (1.384 g/L simulant) profiles. Compared MUE locations include J71, J94, and J75.
Both test profiles were measured with the FID.

Discrepancies between Test C–T2FRi(H) and Test D–T2FRi(L) profiles were relatively
insignificant in that most profile characteristics were retained between the two profile sets. Thus,
despite Test D–T2FRi(L) involving a source gas with a density that was substantially lower
(23%) than that of Test B–T2NFr, Richardson similarity limitations were not significant enough
to compromise the validity of the experiment. Additional concentration-measurement
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experiments (using Richardson similarity) testing even lower release gas densities than those
used for Test D–T2FRi(L) would be helpful in establishing a clearer picture of the supposed
“break down” with this scaling method (see Chapter 8).
Overall, Test C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) profiles accomplished most objectives set
out for these tests. NDIR500 results were validated, and Richardson similarity effects were
observed.

7.2

Analysis of Tests E and F
Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L) modeled (50:1) JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles using

Richardson similarity. The main purposes of Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L) were to
validate the JR II Trial 2 Jaz results and to assess the reliability of the Richardson similarity
approach for deviations in the release gas density.
Froude modeling of (50:1) JR II Trial 2 would require simulated releases of a 2.17 g/L
simulant. Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L) involved simulant source gas mixtures with
densities below this density. Test E–T2FRi(H) was the “high-density case” in that the simulant
mixture released for this test had a density that was relatively close (1.71 g/L; 20% less) to that
of the Froude release gas density (2.17 g/L). Likewise, Test F–T2FRi(L) was the “low-density
case” in that the simulant mixture released for this test had a density that was substantially lower
(1.44 g/L; 34% less) than that of the Froude release gas density. Richardson similarity was
achieved when lower source gas densities were compensated with lower wind speeds and
increasing the scaled release durations.
With the Richardson similarity experiments (Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L)), more
accurate results were expected when conditions were close to Froude similarity conditions (Test
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E–T2FRi(H)). As such, Test E–T2FRi(H) concentration-time profiles were anticipated to better
agree with JR II Trial 2 concentration-time profiles. And by corollary, Test F–T2FRi(L) profiles
were anticipated to deviate more from JR II Trial 2 profiles.
Figures 42–43 below contain field-scale concentration-time profiles for Tests E–
T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L). Both tests utilized the FID for concentration measurements. Test
results contain profiles for Jaz locations J71, J75, and J94.
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Figure 42: Test E–T2FRi(H) average concentration-time profiles obtained at J71, J94, and J75 in
the scaled MUE. Test E–T2FRi(H) conditions approximated those of JR II Trial 2 with a 1.710
g/L (43.16 g/mol) simulant, and the FID was used for concentration measurements.
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Figure 43: Test F–T2FRi(L) average concentration-time profiles obtained at J71, J94, and J75 in
the scaled MUE. Test F–T2FRi(L) conditions approximated those of JR II Trial 2 with a 1.440
g/L (36.35 g/mol) simulant, and the FID was used for concentration measurements.

For Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L), nearly all profiles could be characterized as a
rise in concentration (arrival of release cloud) followed by several additional (smaller) peaks
before a decline in concentration (departure of release cloud). Like other tests analyzed in this
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work, both Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L) exhibited measured concentrations immediately
downwind of Row 7 (J71 and J75) to be larger than those observed immediately downwind of
Row 9 (J94). Again, this characteristic was likely due to the dilution of the model gas mixture
cloud as it traveled a tortuous path downwind.
JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles were compared to corresponding Test E–T2FRi(H) profiles to
validate JR II Trial 2 Jaz results; then, Test E–T2FRi(H) profiles were compared to Test F–
T2FRi(L) profiles to determine the degree of error introduced when the release gas density was
further away from the JR II Trial 2 chlorine/air density (2.17 g/L). Jaz locations for this
comparison included J71, J75, and J94.

7.2.1

Comparison of JR II Trial 2 Jaz Profiles to Test E (high-density case)
The purpose of Test E–T2FRi(H) was to model (50:1) JR II Trial 2 Jaz concentration-

time profiles via Richardson number similarity. The density of the Test E–T2FRi(H) simulant
was 1.71 g/L, which was 20% less than the 2.17 g/L density needed for a Froude-scaled analog.
Figure 44 compares JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles to corresponding Test E–T2FRi(H) profiles.
This figure shows an agreement between Jaz and Test E–T2FRi(H) profiles much like that of Jaz
and Test B–T2NFr (1.787 g/L simulant) profiles. Durations of exposure and cloud times of
arrival and departure were similar between the profiles. The fall in concentration depicted in the
Jaz J71 profile was quite similar to that observed in the Test E–T2FRi(H) profile. Small
concentration fluctuations characterized this drop-off. Likewise, the Jaz J75 profile showed a
sharp initial peak in concentration followed by a second lower peak and then a continuous fall in
concentration. This was reflected in the Test E–T2FRi(H) J75 profile. While the peak
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magnitudes for all compared locations were larger in the wind tunnel profiles, the profile trends
and trace shapes were consistent with the JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles.

Figure 44: Side-by-side comparison of JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles with Test E–T2FRi(H) (2.17 g/L
simulant) profiles. Compared MUE locations include J71, J94 and J75. Test E–T2FRi(H)
profiles were measured with the FID.
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7.2.2

Comparison of Test E to F (FID to FID)
Test F–T2FRi(L) involved simulated releases of a low-density simulant (1.440 g/L) with

(50:1) JR II Trial 2 conditions via Richardson similarity. The main purpose of this test was to
investigate the reliability of Richardson similarity for larger deviations from the density of the JR
II Trial 2 release gas (2.17 g/L).
Figure 45 compares Test E–T2FRi(H) profiles (high-density case) to corresponding Test
F–T2FRi(L) (low-density case) profiles as measured by the FID. This figure shows good
agreement between Test E–T2FRi(H) and Test F–T2FRi(L) profiles. Profile shape is retained
between the two tests, although durations of exposure are slightly larger and cloud times of
departure are somewhat delayed in the low- density Richardson similarity case of Test F–
T2FRi(L).
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Figure 45: Side-by-side comparison of Test E–T2FRi(H) profiles with Test F–T2FRi(L)
profiles. Compared MUE locations include J71, J94 and J75. Both test profiles were measured
with the FID.

Discrepancies between Test E–T2FRi(H) and Test F–T2FRi(L) profiles were relatively
insignificant in that most profile characteristics were retained between the two profile sets. Thus,
despite Test F–T2FRi(L) involving a source gas with a density that was substantially lower
(34%) than that of the field experiment, Richardson similarity limitations were not significant
enough to compromise the validity of the experiment. Additional concentration-measurement
experiments (using Richardson similarity) testing even lower release gas densities than those
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used for Test F–T2FRi(L) would be helpful in establishing a clearer picture of the supposed
“break down” with this scaling method (see Chapter 8).
Overall, Test E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L) profiles accomplished most objectives set out
for these tests. JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles were modeled, and Richardson similarity effects were
observed.

7.2.3

Parity Plot: Comparing Tests E and F to Trial 2
Test E–T2FRi(H) and Test F–T2FRi(L) (global) peak concentrations were compared to

corresponding Trial 2 Jaz peak concentrations in Figure 46. Model peak concentrations were
always higher than field peak concentrations. For this test, J71, J94, and J75 all measured very
similar peak concentrations, but these measurements were not impacted by the limit of detection
of the Jaz. Finally, Test E–T2FRi(H) and Test F–T2FRi(L) peak concentrations were similar at
each of the separate locations, which also confirmed good agreement between these two wind
tunnel tests despite the initial density difference from Richardson number scaling.
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Figure 46: Parity plot of wind tunnel (Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L)) peak % Cl2
(simulant) versus peak % Cl2 measured by Trial 2 Jaz (field-scale) instruments.

7.3

Analysis of Test G
Tests G involved simulated releases of a 1.440 g/L (36.35 g/mol) simulant for a situation

similar to JR II Trial 4 conditions. Model parameters were scaled for Froude similarity match.
The main purpose of Test G was to model (via Froude number similarity) a hypothetical fieldscale release of nitrous oxide with similar conditions to those observed in the 2015 JR II Trials.
Nitrous oxide can be stored as a compressed liquefied gas (like chlorine), and a release of the
substance from this state would be expected to form a cloud consisting of gas and aerosol.
Releases of N2O were not conducted during the 2015 JR II Trials. Consequently, model
concentration-time profiles obtained from Test G could not be directly compared to field
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concentration-time profiles. Nonetheless, Test G results could be used to determine the general
field-scale dispersion of N2O in the mock urban array by assuming the release characteristics are
similar to those of the liquefied chlorine releases of the JR II trials.
Figure 47 below contains field-scale concentration-time profiles at various scaled Jaz
locations for Test G. This test utilized the FID for concentration measurements.
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Figure 47: Test G average concentration-time profiles obtained at various Jaz locations in the
scaled MUE. Test G involved simulated releases of a 1.440 g/L (36.35 g/mol) simulant for a
situation similar to JR II Trial 4 conditions.
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For Test G, nearly all profiles could be characterized as a spike in concentration (arrival
of release cloud) followed by a steady decrease in concentration (departure of release cloud) over
the remaining duration of exposure. Like Test A–T4NFr (see Figure 28), which was also based
on JR II Trial 4 atmospheric conditions, Test G contained profiles with a decline in concentration
that occurred gradually. This observation partially validated the NDIR500 instrument’s detection
of the arrival and departure of the cloud. Furthermore, like Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, Test G
exhibited measured concentrations immediately downwind of Row 7 (J71 and J75) to be larger
than those observed immediately downwind of Row 9 (J91, J94, and J97). Again, this was likely
due to the dilution of the model gas mixture cloud as it traveled a tortuous path downwind.
Measured concentrations were substantially greater (by a factor of 2) at scaled Jaz locations near
the release point (J71, J75, and J85) than those located more downwind (J91, J94, and J97).
Figure 48 provides visual confirmation of this fact. Greater displacements from the release point
enabled greater air mixing, which was enhanced as the gas cloud encountered obstacles in the
mock urban array. This aspect was seen across Tests A–F. Thus, it can be safely concluded that
concentrations should decrease at more downwind arcs.
Assuming Jaz-analog detectors capable of measuring nitrous oxide concentration were
deployed in the MUE, similarities and disparities between Jaz-analog profiles and Test G profiles
would likely follow the trend discussed in the previous section. That is, cloud times of arrival
and departure and durations of exposure measured at different Jaz locations in the mock urban
array would be expected to be similar.
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Figure 48: Side-by-side comparison of nearest-to-release (J71, J85, and J75) Test G profiles and
farthest-from-release (J91, J94, and J97) Test G profiles measured with the FID. Dilution of the
model gas mixture as it traveled downwind is evident.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work
Chapter 8 presents several overarching conclusions that resulted from analysis of Tests
A–G and a discussion of possible future work of this current effort.

8.1

Assessment of Model Concentration Measurements
A 50:1 scaled wind tunnel model of the 2015 JR II Trials was devised and implemented

at the CHRC. Once model parameters were established via flow visualization and wind condition
studies, the model was prepared for concentration measurements. Two similarity methods were
used: one in which the release gas density matched that of the JR II releases (Froude similarity)
and one in which the release gas density and speed of the approach wind were altered
(Richardson similarity). Furthermore, two concentration sensors were deployed: Cambustion
NDIR500 (CO2 flow “tracer”) and Cambustion Fast FID (CH4 flow “tracer”).
The NDIR500 was integrated with the MUWT program at the CHRC to obtain
concentration measurements with CO2 as a concentration tracer. Using the NDIR500 instrument,
model concentration-time profiles were obtained for (50:1) JR II Trial 4 (Test A–T4NFr) and
Trial 2 (Test B–T2NFr) conditions using Froude number similarity. Test A–T4NFr involved
releases of a 1.787 g/L (45.17 g/mol) simulant gas mixture with scaled JR II Trial 4 conditions,
which were characterized by a relatively low wind speed and substantial wind angle when
compared to scaled JR II Trial 2 conditions. Test B–T2NFr involved releases of an identical
simulant gas mixture with scaled JR II Trial 2 conditions, which were characterized by a
relatively high wind speed and a wind angle almost parallel to the historic mean wind direction.
At the time of the NDIR500 tests, model parameters (release gas flow rate, release gas density,
wind speed, etc.) were within 21% of scaled (improved) field parameters determined afterward;
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thus, NDIR500 test conditions were provisional yet close enough to show that the NDIR500
instrument was capable of producing accurate concentration measurements in situations similar
to JR II conditions.
Individual model concentration-time profiles were averaged for Tests A–T4NFr and B–
T2NFr, and averaged profiles were compared to JR II concentration measurements and showed
generally good agreement with Jaz (field-scale) profiles. Model concentrations were generally
within a factor of two of field measurements, and similar cloud times of arrival and durations of
exposure were observed. Differences between model (Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr) and fieldscale Jaz profiles were likely due to (1) utilization of provisional model parameters and (2)
variable DPG meteorology. Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr were significant in that they
demonstrated how the NDIR500 could be used in future experiments for simulation of denserthan-air releases where SF6 is used in composing the simulated gas, all without the concern for
destruction of the sensor like with the FID. Furthermore, Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr reflected
the adaptability of the physical model even when parameters deviated from desired set points.
Following Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, the FID was used to obtain concentration
measurements with CH4 as a concentration tracer. Using the FID, Tests C–G were conducted.
Tests C–F were conducted using Richardson number similarity. Richardson similarity (for this
work) involved release gas mixtures with lower densities than those required to achieve Froude
similarity. These lower-density simulants were accommodated by decreasing the wind velocity
within CHRC wind tunnel limitations and increasing the scaled release duration such that mass
(released) conservation was retained. Only JR II Trial 2 was determined to be feasible for
Richardson similarity tests because its high mean wind velocity (5.68 m/s at 8-m height) enabled
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lower-density simulants to be accommodated with scaled wind velocities that were well within
wind tunnel limitations.
Model concentration-time profiles obtained from Tests C–F were transformed to field
scale (via Equation (16)) to facilitate comparison with either Test B–T2NFr (1.787 g/L simulant)
profiles or JR II Trial 2 Jaz profiles. Unlike Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr, Tests C–F contained
a smaller selection of scaled Jaz locations, namely J71, J94, and J75.
Tests C–T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) were designed to validate the NDIR500 results of
Test B–T2NFr and to also assess how far from the desired density that the release gas can be,
using Richardson number similarity, without introducing significant measurable error. Tests C–
T2FRi(H) and D–T2FRi(L) involved simulant source gas mixtures with densities below that of
Test B–T2NFr. Test C–T2FRi(H) was the “high-density case” in that the simulant mixture
released for this test had a density that was relatively close (1.642 g/L; 8% less) to that of the
simulant mixture used for Test B–T2NFr. Likewise, Test D–T2FRi(L) was the “low-density
case” in that simulant mixture released for this test had a density that was substantially lower
(1.384 g/L; 23% less) than that of the simulant mixture used for Test B–T2NFr (1.787 g/L).
Because of the smaller density deviation from exact density match (Test B–T2NFr), the highdensity case with Richardson similarity (Test C–T2FRi(H)) was anticipated to produce averaged
concentration-time profiles that were more similar to Test B–T2NFr profiles than low-density
case (Test D–T2FRi(L)) profiles. Indeed, durations of exposure, cloud times of arrival and
departure, and peak concentrations were almost indistinguishable between the profiles measured
for Tests B–T2NFr and C–T2FRi(H). Test D–T2FRi(L) profiles retained Test C–T2FRi(H)
profile shape but had increased durations of exposure and delayed cloud times of departure.
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Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–T2FRi(L) were designed to model the 2015 JR II Trial 2 Jaz
concentration-time profiles using Richardson number similarity. Froude modeling of (50:1) JR II
Trial 2 would require simulated releases of a 2.17 g/L simulant. Tests E–T2FRi(H) and F–
T2FRi(L) (Richardson similarity) involved simulant source gas mixtures with densities below
this density. Test E–T2FRi(H) was the “high-density case” in that the simulant mixture released
for this test had a density that was relatively close (1.71 g/L; 20% less) to that of the JR II Trial 2
release gas density (2.17 g/L). Likewise, Test F–T2FRi(L) was the “low-density case” in that
simulant mixture released for this test had a density that was lower (1.44 g/L; 34% less) than that
of the JR II Trial 2 release gas density. Concentration-time profiles of the high-density
equivalent (Test E–T2FRi(H)) showed similar durations of exposure to Jaz profile counterparts,
as well as peak concentrations within a factor of two. Results from the low-density equivalent
(Test F–T2FRi(L)) were similar to those of the high-density equivalent (Test E–T2FRi(H)),
although cloud times of departure for the low-density case were somewhat delayed when
compared to the high-density case.
Test G, on the other hand, was an extension of the scaled modeling capabilities, and
involved the release of a molecular weight equivalent simulant different than the Cl2/air mixture
characterizing the JR II model releases. A 1.440 g/L (36.35 g/mol) simulant gas mixture was
prepared, and the FID was used to measure concentrations at most scaled Jaz locations. By
comparing the wind tunnel release results for the JR II Cl2/air releases and these (less dense
heavier-than-air) N2O releases, it may be possible to infer some characteristics of the general
behavior of denser-than-air gas releases in this type of urban environment. For example, Test G
results exhibited measured concentrations immediately downwind of Row 7 (J71 and J75) to be
larger than those observed immediately downwind of Row 9 (J91, J94, and J97). A similar trend
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would be anticipated in a pressurized N2O field trial with the mock urban array. Also, model
concentrations would overall be expected to be higher than Jaz-analog profiles.
The MUWT program at the CHRC was largely successful in achieving most objectives.
Tests A–G investigated many of the shortcomings of the 2015 JR II Trials. Generally, model
concentration-time profiles showed good agreement with those produced by field-scale Jaz
instruments. Durations of exposure and cloud times of arrival and departure in the field were
retained in model concentration time histories. Data produced from the physical model can
inform computational models of the field experiment by providing data that was not (and could
not be) obtained during the 2015 JR II field tests. Compared to other physical models of the 2015
JR II Trials, the CHRC wind tunnel model of the field experiment is more comprehensive and
therefore more likely to accurately recreate the 2015 JR II release trials. Even though model
concentration peaks were higher than those seen in JR II Jaz profiles, the profile shapes and
trends were found to be generally consistent with those of JR II. Therefore, if wind tunnel tests
were conducted during the planning phase of a future field experiment program, such wind
tunnel model experiments could inform concentration measurement locations for the field tests.
Furthermore, test results can be used for comparison/validation of computational models of the
2015 JR II Trials.
Shortcomings of the CHRC JR II wind tunnel model were mainly due to limitations that
were inherent to wind tunnel modeling. Scaling method limitations and the inability to reproduce
transient conditions seen in the 2015 JR II field tests likely caused most of the discrepancies
between the JR II field tests and the wind tunnel model experiments. Furthermore, the lack of
equipment availability and limited time with the NDIR500 prevented refinement and repeat of
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tests using the NDIR500. The following section describes how future work could address some
of these issues.

8.2

Future Work: Improving and Extending the Wind Tunnel Model
The CHRC wind tunnel model of the 2015 JR II Trials can be augmented by improving

Tests A–G and implementing new experiments.
Some wind tunnel tests could be repeated with a larger number of releases to determine
the number of samples necessary for accurate average concentration time histories. Although this
objective was simulated by generating bootstrap samples for this work, a larger number of actual
(unique) releases would be preferable and could aid in validation of the conducted bootstrap
analysis. Tests A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr could be improved with the redeployment of the
NDIR500 and conducting these tests with improved model parameters (total mixture flow rate,
gas mixture density, wind speed, etc.) to correctly match JR II release conditions. As noted
earlier, at the time that the NDIR500 was available for wind tunnel tests, the exact match of
scaled JR II release conditions had not been fully determined; nonetheless, ex post facto analysis
of Test A–T4NFr and B–T2NFr conditions proved them to be close to the improved conditions.
Tests C–F could be validated by testing additional scaled Jaz locations (e.g., J11, J85,
J91, J97) to strengthen the comparison to the NDIR500 tests or field-scale profiles. Furthermore,
a set of Richardson similarity tests using larger density deviations would help pinpoint when
Richardson similarity “breaks down” and compromises the validity of an experiment.
The wind tunnel model can be extended by repeating Tests A–G with the testing of
scaled locations (other than scaled Jaz locations) in the MUE that were not tested in the field
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tests. These locations can be within the MUE, but also upwind and downwind of the array of
containers.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Vehicle Information
Table A.1: Descriptions and nominal distances for each vehicle deployed in the 2015 JR II Trials
[36]. Reproduced with author’s permission.
Nominal Distance to Release Point
Vehicle

Description

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

1

1982 Ford F700-370-4

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

2

1972 Ford F700

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

15 m

3

1973 Ford F750

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

300 m

4

1994 Chevrolet Cheyenne 3500

100 m

100 m

100 m

300 m

15 m

5

1996 Saturn SL1

100 m

100 m

100 m

300 m

300 m

6

1999 Hyundai

100 m

100 m

100 m

300 m

300 m

7

1995 Lexus ES 300

100 m

100 m

100 m

300 m

15 m

Appendix B: Jaz Location Distances
Table B.1: Nominal distances for select Jaz locations in 2015 JR II Trials 2–5 [28].
Jaz Location

Distance to Release Point

J11

42 m

J71

49 m

J75

50 m

J85

43 m

J91

63 m

J94

52 m

J97

64 m
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Appendix C: Richardson Similarity Calculations

Wind Speed Calculation
An example of how a lower-density simulant requires a lower wind velocity for
Richardson similarity experiments is illustrated with a calculation for Test C–T2FRi(H). The
purpose of Test C–T2FRi(H) was to validate the NDIR500 results of Test B–T2NFr using the
and air density
for
FID with Richardson number similarity. The release gas density
,
,
Test B–T2NFr was 1.787 g/L (45.17 g/mol simulant) and 1.147 g/L, respectively. The release
gas density
, and air density
, for Test C–T2FRi(H) was 1.642 g/L (41.44 g/mol
simulant) and 1.149 g/L, respectively. The scale ratio is one because Tests B–T2NFr and C–
T2FRi(H) occurred with the same physical model. A wind velocity of approximately 0.789 m/s
was measured at the 16-cm height in Test B–T2NFr. Rearranging Equation (14) such that
is
on the left side produces the following:
=

−
−

∙

∙

17

1
∙ 0.789 :/;
1

18

Substituting known parameters:
=

1.642 / − 1.149 /
1.787 / − 1.147 /
= 0.693

∙

:
110 <2
;

19

Thus, an 8.11% reduction in source gas density required a 12.17% reduction in wind speed to
fulfill one requirement of Richardson similarity. The additional requirement (mass conservation)
is discussed in the next subsection. Richardson similarity was applied to the conditions of Test
B–T2NFr so that the FID could be used for the concentration measurements and directly
compared to NDIR500 results.
Mass Conservation Calculation
Richardson similarity also requires mass conservation be retained between the full-scale
and wind tunnel experiments. For a given model release flow rate in the higher-density
experiment, the scaled release duration for the lower-density experiment must be increased such
that the mass released is equivalent to that of the higher-density experiment.
An example of retaining mass conservation between two density-differing experiments is
illustrated with a scaled release duration calculation for Test C–T2FRi(H). Test C–T2FRi(H)
was a Richardson-scaled test that modeled Test B–T2NFr. The release gas density
and
,
release duration for Test B–T2NFr was 1.787 g/L (45.17 g/mol simulant) and 4.24 sec,
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respectively. The release gas density
, for Test C–T2FRi(H) was 1.642 g/L (41.44 g/mol
simulant). For both tests, the volumetric flow rate was about 795 L/min.
The mass exiting the area source for a model release in Test B–T2NFr was formulated
from the continuity equation as:
2 == ∙

,

∙

,

20

2 == ∙

,

∙

,

21

where 2 was the mass that exited the area source for a scaled duration , . => and , are the
volumetric flow rate and source-gas density, respectively, of the model release in Test B–T2NFr.
Likewise, the mass that exits the area source for a model release in Test C–T2FRi(H) was:
where 2 is the mass that exits the area source for a scaled duration , . = and , are the
volumetric flow rate and density, respectively, of the model release in Test C–T2FRi(H).
Equating the right-hand sides of each expression, and substituting known parameters, produces
the following:
795 ⁄min
Solving for

,

1.642 /

∙

,

= 795 ⁄min

1.787

⁄

4.24 ; 1 : C⁄60 ;

22

,
,

≈ 4.614 ;

23

Thus, the scaled duration for Test C–T2FRi(H) was approximately 4.614 sec. Adding the
required 0.30-sec delay, the area source open duration for each model release in Test C–
T2FRi(H) was 4.914 sec.
Appendix D: Model Data Transformations
Model release voltage time histories were transformed into field-scale concentration time
histories. The transformation depended on the simulant composition, simulant density, and
scaling method employed (Froude or Richardson similarity).
Model release mixtures consisted of either a CO2 (tracer), air, and SF6 mixture, or a CH4
(tracer), air, and CO2 mixture. A model release voltage time history consisted of 6000 voltageversus-time points. Each voltage point was converted to a tracer concentration by applying
calibration curves that related known gas-tracer concentrations to the instrument voltage output.
For example, Figure D.1 is a calibration curve that was generated before the J71 model releases
of Test A–T4NFr (39% Cl2/air simulant). The J71 average voltage time history was converted
into a corresponding average % CO2 time history using the calibration equation derived from this
curve.
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Figure D.1: Voltage-calibration curve produced from voltage-calibration measurements before
the J71 release experiments.
Tracer concentration time histories then underwent a series of transformations to become
field-scale concentration time histories. An example below illustrates the transformation process
from tracer (CO2) concentration to field-scale (Cl2) concentration for the Froude similarity
approach.

Example: Test A, J71 (39% Cl2/air simulant, scaled JR II Trial 4 conditions, Froude)
Calculation 1: Percent CO2 values for each time point were normalized by dividing by the total
percent of tracer (CO2) that was present in the initial model release gas mixture (50% CO2).
Calculation 2: Each normalized CO2 value was multiplied by the % Cl2 that the model release
gas mixture was simulating at the edge of the concrete pad; in this case, it was 39% Cl2 in air.
Table D.2: Entries displaying intermediate results of the transformation process from the
averaged % CO2 time history to the averaged field-scale concentration time history (% Cl2 vs.
field-scale time).
Relative
Time
(s)

Field-Scale Time
(min)

Average
Voltage (V)

% CO2

Fraction
of CO2

% Cl2

15
15.01
15.02
15.03
15.04

1.768
1.769
1.770
1.771
1.772

2.795
2.790
2.787
2.781
2.777

6.903
6.890
6.883
6.869
6.859

0.138
0.138
0.138
0.137
0.137

5.385
5.385
5.385
5.358
5.358
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Relative
Time
(s)
15.05
15.06

Field-Scale Time
(min)

Average
Voltage (V)

% CO2

Fraction
of CO2

% Cl2

1.774
1.775

2.777
2.773

6.858
6.849

0.137
0.137

5.358
5.358

For comparison to DPG conditions, each time point in the history was scaled via
Equation (7), and an appropriate time offset (3 min for Trial 4) was added to facilitate
comparison between Jaz and Test A–T4NFr concentration time histories.
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